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New compll ter
stolen·. from :.,
English ·Dept.

Students debate the merits of the Greek system. (Pet-er Tamposi photo)

By Beth Ineson
· locked Wednesday night."
Before. the arrival of the
A brand new Apple IIE computer and its accompanying c"cJrnputer_s, the room contained
printer were stolen from room typewriters and was used for
10~ in Hamilt-on Smith some- journalism classes and as a
ti1~e between Wednesday and typing center for English ma•'
jors. Ir was op~n for students'
Thursday afternoon.
The computer, install~d three u~e during specif_ic hours
Once . the computers were
weeks ago as pan of a group of
compu:ters and printers, was installed, the room W<!S locked
worth $1600, according tO As- between classes. However, acsociate Professor of Journalism cording to Menon, the locks on
the doors were quite old, and
over the years many people have
0
had access to keys for the room.
"We have very little control
rerday afternoon. He said that
he had accounted for all the over who gets into which room,"
computers on Wednesday af- Merton said.
According to Merro,n, new,
ternoon.
A class was held in the room more secure doors for the room
yesterday morning, however, were on order at the tiine of the
Merton said that the instrucror theft. The locks will be changed
hadn't noticed the missing on the present doors tomorrow
until -the new doors arrive.
computer.
Keys to the room will be
There was no damage to the
given to the four journalism
room during the theft.
"It was taken real clean," said. instructors and a department
Merton. "Apparently, whomev- administrator.
"From n,ow on it will be very
er it was igot in with a key. A_s
far as I know, the door was tightly controlled," Merton_said.

Gteek sySte_m deba_..ted ·:1~~:Sfu~~;/~i ;:e~:.r
By Mark Grundstrom
The UNH Debate Society
opened their month-long series
of debates yesterday afternoon
in the MUB by rackling the issue
of whether or nor the UNH
Greek system should be abol'lshed.
The ream of Kristy Markey
and Andrew Gamble supported
the resolution that the Greek
system should be ' abolished;1
while Tim S.ilk and Mike Rose
argued in its defense. ·
dn numerous occasions, Tom
Aley, the debate's mediaror,
srressed the fact that the participants do not necessarily
advocate these "persopal ideologies." The two opposing sides
are obviously for the sake of
argumentation, said Aley.
Silk, a Sigma Phi Epsilon
brother, cited the Greek system's involvmenr in various
community services around
Durham saying that fraternities
and sororities "produce respon' · sible movers and shakers."
: ·, According t0 Silk, the Greek
· system traditionally has the
largest participation of any
organization on campus during
the Red Cross Blood drives.

Fraternities and sororities are For example, ' nine o·ui: of ten
also involved with the Dover . gang rapes in the country occur
·, Day Care center, Child Safety in fraternities.
programs in Newington and
According rn Markey, the
landscaping and general clean woman that was gang raped in
up around the university.
the J979 Acacia incident is still
Gamble claimed that the housed in an insane asylum.
problems of alcoholism, vioMarkey also said that 19
lence, and degredarion of wom- percent of noise complaints
en within 'various fraternities repon-ed to U niversiry Police
vastly outweigh the benefits stem from fraternity activity.
they give to the community. In response-; Rose said, "Ab" Fraternities promote the stinence would not be the cure.
abuse of alcohol -by pressuring We have to work our those
people ro drink until they pu- isolated occurrences by working
ke ...rhe question should be,'Why within the system, not by ab· have the Greek system at all?'" olishing it ... if you're really for
· said Gamble.
diversity, let the Greeks live."
Mike Rose, a .member of the
Accordin.g to Markey, the
Student Senate, alluded tO the underlying problem with the
First Amendment, stating that Greek system is their choice to
the abolishment of the Greek alienate themselves from the
system would violate the civil rest of the students. Ir's an
rights of students.
attitude problem, she said.
"The First Amendment gives
Daniel Adams, a graduate and
every citizen freedom of asso- fraternity brother, said, "I joined
.. ciarion. Students are given the a fraternity my first semester
right to decide where they want here. Now I kind of think that
to live, who they ~ant to live first semester freshmen should
with, and how they wane to not be allowed to pledge a
live."
·fraternity. This could allow new
Kristy Markey cited numer- students to get a feel for campus
ous exam pies of alcohol and and some other social alternasexual abuse within fraternities. tives."

Babbitt, du Pont
drop ·out of race
By Bryan Alexander
Presidential candidates Bruce
Babbitt (D-Arizona) and Pete
du Pont (R-Delaware) both
dropped out of their respective
presidential races yesterday.
Both had poor showings _in
Tuesday's New Hampshire

primary, Babbitt receiving only
five percent of the Democratic
vote, while du Pont took ten
percent on the Republican side.
Massachussetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis from the Democra~s,

DROPOUT, page 5

MUB Board looks at Pub
.

By .Pamela J. DeK_.0 n 1r:_

M'.UB."
'The MUB Board is the very
·1asr night's MUB Board of first step in a long series of
Governors meeting_was high- bureaucrai:ic steps chat it's going
lighted by discussion of the to have to rake,"said Keating.
board's decision co relocate · Swee"ney said, ''Ir's more than
Pistachio's, the MUB Budget, jllst getting beer back in the
and the presentation of an cafeteria, it's a comRlete reofficial proposal addressing vamping of a new student
'
restructuring the MUB Pub and entertainment facility."
Keating asked the members
reinstating beer. ·
SAFC Chairperson Patrick of the board to read the proposal
Sweeney, MUSO President Greg and be prepared to discuss it at Becker, a·nd MUB Board Chair- next week's board meeting.
person Michael Keating collabAfter voting to relocate Pis orated on the proposal which ~ tachio's last week, the board
was presented to the board bur yesterday voted t0 consider a
revore at a later dare. This
not discussed yesterday.
Keating said, "Because it was
morion was then tabled.
officially presented to the MUB
The decision to resurface this
Board it now forces the MUB issue was based on a · lack of
Board ro consider beer in the information at the rime of last

INSIDE-

week's vote.
Vice-Chairperson Bret Clemons cited a petition to reverse
the Board's decision as another
reason for reconsidering the
vote. Clemons said there are
clo~e. to 1,000 signatures on the
.
petition. .
Clemons said Pistachio's nevlost money·, but never lived
up ro revenues expected.
Keating said, "No matter
what we do with Pistachio's, the
money is there. Ir doesn't matter
which plan we decide on."
Keating said that if the board
does reverse its vote, the money
allocated for the move of- Pistachio's will go toward renovations of its existing location.
Budge-t discussion will continue next week. ,

er

· Primary parties! We were there! Page 3.
··The grass is greener where the cows are. Page 7.

Bruce B~pbitt gives up the fight. (file photo)
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, By Cara C_onnors ·
Jackson. _: . .
Like walking off. ~ j'ob, she lS
Freshman Rebecca Carroll
remember s her se1;1ior year in. not afraid to. act in such s,icuations.
high school when she was fired
"I don't like to m~ke pe9ple
from a secretarial job at the local ·
oi.1 company. She remember s . feel bad," she says, "but I'm not
-·
. real passive either."
the reason why even better.
She readily speaks out against
· After working at the company,
cht lack of diversity at_UNHand
for four months, Carroll took
suggests forming a bla~k student
a month off to live in France
union or starting a "cultural
on an exchange program
exchange program with inner
through her school in Warner,
city kids" as possible solutior:i,s.
New Hampshire . On her return,
She has spoken on the UNH
work
· she found her firs_c day at
1
Diversity Committee about such
·
to be her last.
company,
The owner of the
whom ,she had never met,
.•
·dropped in for a periodic visit.'
When he saw Carroll, he scared
and asked what she was doing.
She saia she was ,ab9ut co go on
lunch break. He accused her of
"blowing off work" and a "fast,
, quick, discrimina tory dialogue"
followed, according co Carroll.

When he insisted she begin
· washing windows, she turned
to leave and heard him mumble
"damn nigger" behind her back.

Reagan ism has created a "tunnel
of money." In her th(:ory, people
(.mainly our generatio n, says
Carroll) wear blinders and strive
for only one goal at the end of
the tunnel: money.
"There's no time for anything
else (except money)," says
Cc:'!,rroll. "I think the Reagan
Administra tion has emphasize d
the tunnel of money."
Carroll says this vision is so
dominant, it excludes such pursuits as creating a more racially
co-leranc society, a,mong other

artists. Her natural mother was has imposed a cultural identity
an unmarried white teenager on me·:" This identity includes
in Boston who had been impreg.:. a. set of ingrained ideas on how
nated· by a black man ten years to ace and what co think.
Carroll feels chat in imposing
her senior. When she decided
she couldn't raise Carroll prop- ,chis identity, society sometimes
erly, she encrusted her to the treats certain people as "special"
care of her high school art because they are different. These
teacher, who is now Carroll's · individual s are given more
··
attention in the process.
adopted father.
· 'Tve gotten a lot of mileage
Carroll has spent summers
of being special," Carroll
off
her
with
weekends
and some
natural mother, who now lives ad mies. "I .hate the idea of being
in Porcsmou th as a free-lance a token, but I love the idea of
being Rebecca. I don't think
journalise.
people see me as being Rebec,
ca:."
.
Carroll says she has learned
co deal with being created differently by striving to maintain
a sense of self and strong
. communica tion with others.
"I _really feel communic ation
is where it's at," she says.
"Coming together and hearing
voices is strength."
She feels chis may be difficult
with ocher UNH black students
because many- are ·a "pseudoelicist group."
"Black students feel they need
others co feel secure," she says.
Carroll describes her adopted
She readily admits chat resistparents as "extraordin ary." She
ing coriformicy and relying on
speaks of their willingness not
one's self is hard.
to shield her from the reality
·
"People really~freak out when
of discrimination.
they can't put a label on some"My parents always said co
body," she says. "The real
me ... chey knew ic was going to
person is too threatening ." be hard," she says. "I was
Carroll says if she had childencouraged to be me ... (because) .
you see reality before others do. . ren, she would stress many of
the values her parents have
(There was) a pretty supportive
_
caught her.
system at home."
"I would cell them never be
Though Carroll chinks of
afraid co }:lave an originaL
herself as "lucky" and "having
thought," she says and smiles.
it easy" she thinks chat "society

· nPeople reall y frea k out when they
Can't put a label on some body... The real
person is too threatening."

things.
issues.
She feels qualities such as
Carroll says New Hampshire
'.'Ignoran~ sori-of:-a- bitch,"
Carroll shot back and slammed . itself is a major fZOntributor in honesty, self-aware ness, and
restricting racial growth. She ··~ne ability to appreciate beauty,
out.
"Idelt like a rush of cold air · points to the fact that New such as literature and flowers,"
through my body," Carroll says Hampshir e is one .of the few -are lost in the process. She says
now. She felt both angry and states that does not recognize such values require more work
scared at how po·w erful racis_m Martin Luther King's birthday and people tend nor co make the
effort.
as a holiday.
,
_
could b.e.
"It's not easy to search inside
"New Hampshir e is really
'.'Subtle racism is the going
motif now," says Carroll. She limiting," she says. "(le) is very yourself," she says.
She credits her parents for
is referring_to when people provincial . I don't chink (it's)
such values when she
stressing
compare her to Lisa Bonet of going co change."
up.
growing
was
Carroll
scope,
wider
a
In
her
.if
ask
or
Show,
The Cosby
Carroll was adopted by a
scholarsh ip is for basketball , includes the Reagan Adminisyed
• _.'.1!" ~i~~me she'~_voting for Jesse trnti~_:>n i~ her criti<::~1J1- ~he fe_~l~ white couple of ~elf-eITI~lo
1
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NEWS IN.- BRIEF
·- - ·· ·· - ·- --

-Infat uation leads to mass
murd er
A Silicon Valley technician' s four-year obsession
with a co-worker's smile led to a shooting rampage
at a defense plane chat left seven people dead and
th~ woman who spurned him .wounded, police said _
this week.
Three othe_r people were wounded when the
shotgun fire erupted at the top-secret ESL lnc. plane.
'Tm not crazy -- I know I will die as a result of
this," Ri~hard Wade Farley, 39, reportedly told
hostage negotiator Ruben Grijalva before surrend-·
ering in exchange for a turkey-and -ham sandwich
·
.
and a soda.
1'~rley had been fired from his $36,0'0 0-a-year
job in 1986 for poor· performan ce and harassmen t
of his co:-worker, officials said. He had been ordered
by a judge earlier this month co stay away from
·
. '
her.
:·1t didn't appear there was ·anr way he could have
been sto_p ped," said police Capt. Al Scott.
Farley said that he was in love with his co-worker
Laura Black, 26, from the first time he saw her
'
·
because of her smile.

·-

But you never told us that . Mode rn man lived -side_·~
by-si de with Nean de_'r- .
the kid cried! thals
•The Rhode Island Supreme Court reinstated the
case of a couple who allege the state failed to tell
them about a child's behavioral problems before
they adopted her.
A Family Court judge lase year dismissed the
parent's complaint s on grounds the court lacked
proper jurisdiction when it came to relief sought.
But the high court found the Family Court has
exclusive jurisdictio n when it comes to adoptions
and the "inherent power to adju~icate the claim
now put forth by the adoptive parents."
It reversed the judge's disrpissal and remanded
the case to the Family Court.
The parems charge that the 8-year-old child they
adopted in 1983 had behavioral problems, and that
the state Departme nt of Children and Families
didn't tell chem chat at the time.

No more 'ston e's throw '
the
-sue
now
Soldi ers .can
ads for Israel
ac_
malpr
gover nmen t for
tice
The Israeli National Tourist Bureau has canceled

an advertisem ent it was running 'in Dutch newsThe House vot ed, 312 -61, th is week to allow·
apers that said Tel Aviv and Jerusalem were only
p
,
medica l m·alpracti ce -s,uits -against the federal
stone's throw" apart, a bureau spokesman said
"a
military
y
active-dut
of
behalf
on
nt
governme
yesterday.
. personnel who suffer injury or deat};i be.cause of
The bureau withdrew the ad because of the unrest
·
negligent care at military hospitals.
·the Israeli-occupied territories, ·w here Palestinian
in
The Reagan administr ation opposes the bill,
hurl rocks and ocher objects at troops, said ·
youths
on
,
(D-Mass.)
Frank
Barney
Rep.
by
sponsored
, Albert Kooistra.
spokesman
a
ing
the ground that it would restrict a longstand
ran last week in two newspaper s
which
ad,
The
is
nt
governme
the
that
doctrine
Court
Supreme
program guides, was meant
television
three
in
and
·
members
co
not liable for sevice-rela ted injuries
to emphasize the short distances betwen Israel's
of die armed forces.
cities and ocher tourist sites, Kooistra said.
The bill now goes co the Seriace.

Fossils from an Israeli cave show that anatomically
m.o dern humans were living about 92,000 years
ago, more than twice as long ago as scientists had
been J ble t,o .establish_reliably before, researcl:i~r~
say .
.The finding supp.ores the .· hypothesi s that
anatomica lly modern humans evolved in Africa:,
rather than independen tly in several places, scientists
said. They said it also weighed against the idea that
they descended from Neanderth als, as chis find_
dat·es from a time when Neanderth als were still
very plentiful. Most anthropol ogists consider .
Neanderth als co have been a variety of Homo·
Sapiens that had anaromica l feacur~s somewhat
differenc ·from 'those of. modern man.
The finding, reported by scientists from France
and Israel, more than doubles "what was previously
accepted as a really good age for modern humans,"
which was 35,000 to 40,000 years, according to David ·
Pilbeam, anthropol ogy professor at Harvard
·
~._
University.
The work appears in this Thursday' s issue of
·
the British journal Nature.

Mentc;1lly retar ded peopl e
can be steril ized in Iowa
1

The Iowa Supreme Court yesterday said lower
courts· may authorize sterilizati on of mentally
retarded people but refused .:o speU out guidelines
under which the pi:ocedure is appropiat e. In a
narrowly drawn opinion, the justices agreed _that
courts can act upon a request that mentally
handicapp ed people be sterilized even though a
- state law providing for such action was repealed
in 1977.
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Bush, breathes easier after .victory.
By Chris Pollet

Andrew Carr, Bush's cain- saying, "Yeah, George' Bush." ·
Oceans of tweed swayed in paign manager, took advantage· Hu:gs were shared between
front of rl)e · stage as Lionel of the centralized media and _ people as .a great s_ens·e of ·
Ham pron apd "his boys'.' played spoke of the presence of is•sues
triumph fell about the room as ·
"Yankee· Doodle Dandy." Wai- in rhe campaign, espousing his
the results continued co· show
tresses carried bottles of Michel- -ide'as on rhe future of the Bush's superior showing".
ob and glasses of white wine campaign, "After tonight, we
'Tm confident that George
through conversations. Tom are definitely looking for.w ard Bush win be the next President
Brokaw sat outside in the NBC to going south." ·
of the U nired States because
tent. Hundreds of media pe_ople
Yet issues were the .farthest
New Hampshire,''.said Neil
were snapping pictures and _things from anybody .else's Bush, leading his expansive
taking interviews ar a frenzied , rnind. Celebration. People had family up onto the _stage . ro
rare. Family members walked one eye on the rally board and prepare for his father's arrival. .
around playing the role of theorheronrhebotromofcheir
Afrertwenryminutesofchanrdiplomar: New Hampshire, say · glass•,. "Bmh . in · '8_8" chants ing, Hampco_n's band broke,iµto
hello and goodbye co bjg rime•;. emanated sporadically from _· "Happy Days are Here Again···
politics. ,
·
·
· col Lege. srudems, . donning as the winner made ·his way
Hollywood, or rather "Yup-. "Ge:orge .B1:1sh •'88" s:weaters · through the droves of Secret
pie" Hollywood, brought t_o . th~ . CQStl.f}g $25 rn the lobby.
Service to the stage.
Center of New Ha.mpshi-r e . :'. Bil}l\ ~blond, the candidace··s
"People 9ave· lik-ened me co
Holiday Inn.,A big cocktail par.cl son-in-law, w.as dressed in a Mark Twain, rumors of my
,for a bigge_r occasion orchestrar- ; sy.,eacer and a pa_ir of corduroys-. death were greatly exagerated,"
ed .to perfection. The point, / ·He lean~d against the waJl and said Bush, speaking between the
tocelebrate in grand fashion a ::::Jql~~-9 ,w;itch,, t'.v.?
,stuqeo ts ._, -. v.?sal
,.o\~tl;wt·S;tS of his_ma-rtic.
1
George Bush victory in ·the New _· v/ear~ng ~,tic'ker-1acterl. hatp 'hats ,<J., sup poitels. Blish' eyes
Hampshire Republican prim- readrng The Next President dark yet a smile never left _his
ary.
of the United States: George face as he ended hi"s victory
Vice Presiden~ George Bush, Bush."
.
speech with -che four. words he
counted our just eight days
"Why aren't you at· Snively •will use when he accepts the
before in the Iowa Caucus, tonight watching _che game?" oath for office, "Thank you,
delivered a blow to the growing ask_e9 c_he one time Boston New Hampshire."
·.
People filed out of the bar
popularity of his fellow Repub- U mvers1ty __hock_ey player.
lican and sometime sparring
Two Umvers1ty of Massachu- lroom, tired yet elated from
partner, Senator Bob Dole.
setts ,students Bo!? MacLeash, Bush's surprise victory. The
'.'The primary is a whole 19, and Russell Matson, 18, media scrambled for last minute
different ballgame, it's up ro spent all day hitchhiking to the interviews and the Secret Setind iv id u a ls," said David reception and r_e vealed their vice finally looked somewhat
Spenser, a medical sn:~c-,, ; :::>m campaign slogan several times, rela.x;ed. Big time politics wound
Cleve!anJ who had flown ir1 Iur "Pe~ce, Lov~, and George Bush." down leaving New Hampshire
the primary. "The issues ma.Ke
-L1trle children ran around, q9.iet and content for another
a difrerenc:.· nere."
·
tugging on supporters' pant legs four years.
NH primary. (file photo)

v~~H

s

~ere·"'·

--.,,_

Hart refuses to quit ·
despite poor showing .
~y Robin Santo
icy for Hart to be heard. They
· Nobody seemed to regret that believe Hart has substance and
Senator Gary Hart got only four that when the American people
percent of the vote. It gave them can hear his policies, they will
wak~ up. That's what they·~~
more to shout about.
.
The party was over and the
-HART, p~ge 9 ,
-crowd ,had thinned, but former
shouters had now become lingerers eager to talk shop. And
despite the loss, all their sen~i~ents sounded strangely positive.
''.He's not backing out, whether they like it or not," bellowed
a man standing in a party of
four.
Echoes rebounded' from
groups across the room and
smiles of prophesied victory
shined in the eyes of Hart's
"The Duke has a reason to smile after winning the New Hampshire primary. (file photo)
supporters. "We' re giving _it our
best sqot. There's only 9ne way
to go and that's up."
. But Hart knows that climbing
~p th~ ladder of public opinion
1s gorng to take more than
Musical entertainment by shouting and singing. And al.Con.fidence, -charisma, Greek
By Susan Flynn
. r
Governor Michael Dukakis voices, smiling faces, the aroma New Hampshire's own Johnny though there may have been a
of Massachusetts Tuesday night of steamed hot dogs, and an C band and a caped copy of Neil lot of that here, Han and his
broke all previously held records overwhelming feeling of ac- Diamond's hit "America" added followers believe jt won't be
by beating his fellow Democrat- complishment permeated the to the patriotic atmosphere of . · ~rill_s that pull them through,
ic opponents with the largest air last night atDukakis head- the room. Perhaps corny, but it will be perserverance.
nonetheless effective, the
Ac.cording to Susan Casey,
margin in history of the pr.im- quarters . .
- aries and no one at hiiframpaign . Red,---w hite and blue balloons · "America" lyrics were capable Harts campaign manager, the
headquarters appeared sur- and streamers provided the of cri-ggering the emotions of Hart strategy is to budget funds
to keep Hart in the race for as
.Manchester headquarters w·ich / the spirited bunch.
prised.
·
At
the
headquarters,
it
belq_,ng
as possible so he can get
its
.
very
own
Uncle
Sam
and
"He'll be the next President,"
said Creeq. Rogue of New Jersey, apple pie flair. , A renovated came diffieulf not to remember his message across. "When you
displaying 18 assorted buttons factory rriill with an aroma high school days. Zealous Du- have two or three people debar,.
_praising -the Duke and his combining perfumes, colognes, kakis supporters •chanted, "We ing on the stage for three or four
and perspiration served as the like Mike," and "Duke, Duke, nights in a row it will be
accomplishments.
,
back somewhat ___ different," explained Casey.
"If I thought otherwise," said Dukakis romping ground in the Duke," bringing
.
· And that is what those at the Gary still has heart. (file photo)
Rogue, "I never would have heart of the Queen city's comDUKE, page 9
H. art party wam--an opportunmercial d,isc~i~~- . _
"
been here tonight."
- 7
.,; ... ,.

Dukakis .camp remains confident

~

I

•
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ON THE SPOT

.

.

The admini stration is plannin g to relocat e two floors
of Stoke residen ts to prov1d_e incre.a _sed office.spac~
·and .to make Stoke a .b etter living commu nity. Do you
agree .with the thinkin g behind this plan?

'Tm frustrated by the fact
that he didn't take an"y
opinions of the staff of the ·
building and ~ost especially the opinions of the
students into account."
John Prescott
· Junior
Hotel~Econ

"No, it's not good thinking
because there's a housing
shortage as is. My biggest
gripe is that the sense of
community that they've
worked so hard to foster
will be totally destroyed. "
Jason Harmon
Sophomore
Undeclared

ulf it doesn't affect the
students adversely, hey,
then why not?"

,,No, I don't agree. We
only got dorm priority n~t
campus wide and that
doesn't mean anything to
me. The rooms on the first
floor are the best ones and
they're taking them
awa,,,."
Cheryl George
J

Eric Achtmann
Junior
Mech. _Engineer

. Freshman
Psychology

" FOOD FRIGH!

"Lf} -

The Daily Battle to Remain Thin
1

A Musical Cabaret dra matizing women's
obsession with food, weight and body image .
. Produced by.~"Present Stage"
Tuesday,- February ·23
7 & 9pm (2 shows)
Granite State Room
Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire
)

Sponsored by:'the Division of Student Alfairs
Residental Li/e
Health Services
Dean of Students Office
Animal and Nutritional Sciences
Student Activities
Counseling and Testing

Student Tickets $1,

,______
<D

Non-students $2

____ _ n \ .

AtMUB Ticket Office

•

rt•
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E5;d~nds a~d~Rot~as~·piow on. . ·GMEN DAR;;;;~;~,,.;;~;::,:.,';~~~:
---..-i---11119!11

. ;1~iit1i~Ay; :PEBRUARY

if - . . . .

. ~--

• · LA~:T :DAY-.to dro8 courses, or change to audit_. Las~ day
. to'carry'·m·ore· than~ credits (undergrad), or 16 credits -(grads); ·
· ·.
·
.
without a surcharge_.
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE' -•n<;)Ori to 5 p,. m. ,

Gr~nite State Room·, MUB,
·

· UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In the Shadow of the Glen,"
. and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy Theater, Pa~l Arts,
·
_, 8 p.m.

·' SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS House, 7 p.m.

vs. Providence. Snively, 1 p.m.
V,S.

Rho8e Island/Yale. Field

UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In the Shadow of the Glen,"
and "The Well of ,t he Saints." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts,
·
· '
·
._
·
8p.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Workers clear the ·MUB entrance stairway days after the record snow. storm. (Deborah Hopkins

FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Nicholas Orovich,
Trombone, and Ruth Edwards, piano, Bratton Reciqd Hall,
'
·
Pa.ul Arts, 3 P:m.

photo)

thousands of steps, as well ·as
By Eileen Lee
In the wake of the recent . all parking lots and campus
storm which dumped 16 inches -roads (Main St., Garrison Ave.,
of snow on Durham, UNH . and Madbury Road are cleared
students struggle.9 to make _their by Durham Public works).
way along treacherous pa-thways 1 • "Twelve hours after the snow
stopped, all roads and parking
and ice:encrusted stairs.
If you have to go to classes lots were cleared. Saturday
then it's understandable to events went on as scheduled."
expect clear, well-sanded paths said Lqvoie. He added, "We're
.
not bragging; it's our job".
to and from the buildings.
Robert Bennett of Grounds
Unfortunately, it's easy for
many students far removed ' and Roads says how well they
from the shoveling to place the can r r spond depends on the
storm. The heavy weight of .
/hlame on maintenance.
· Following the storm, ·uNH's Friday's storm complicated rem,_ Grounds and Roads Depart- oval. The weight took its toll
:ment worked 46 and a half hours on the equipment, especially a
1968 tractor, although mechanstraight in a desperate accempt
co make the campus accessible ical failures were minimal.
The ~nusually warm weather
to students and emergency
following the storm creates
vehicles.
.. t A crew, consisting of 28 full- further problems. The ..melting
¾: ime~-employees,1began working -ice during the day :allows sand
the 20 pieces oJ snow removal and salt to sink below the
equipment.: Friday at 5:00 pm. surface. Fre~zing during the
They worked around the clock, night makes the morning comusing heavy equipment, tractors, mute co classes a nightmare.
Lavoie reports a pwblem
snowblowers and shovels ~until ,
Sunday afternoon at 3:30 when -with students bombarding
they _were sent home. They · trucks and men with snowballs.
returned at the usual time on One attack resulted in a broken
tractor window. Lavoie is now
Monday at 7:00 a.m.
Ronald R. Lavoie, manager reluctant to .send shovelers mu
of Ground and Roads, is respon- after 3:30 p.m.
Ofthe 32 UNH students with
sible for maintaining an esti- .
mated 28 miles of sidewalk and impaired mobility, few prob-

lems were reported. ACCESS,
Career Challenges in Education
MUSO FILM - "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." Strafford Room,
.
through Specialized Services,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
works closely with Grounds and
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Roads to insure mobility for
those handicapped.
UNH JAZZ BAND -"-- Bill Reeve, directing. Strafford Room,
Those with special needs
MUB,8p.m.
supply ACCESS with neccessary
schedules,
class
information:
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Lowell. Snively, 7 p.m.
time schedules, and well tra1
veled pathways which is then
BLACK HISTORY MONTH - MUB Film Series, 'Maids
given to Grounds ~nd Roads. . · and Madams." on South African. women and apartheid.
Hillsborough Room, MUB 8 p.m.
"The two students with reported problems failed to return the
EA TON HOUSE OPEN HOUSE - The Creative arts miniinformation sheet co ACCESS,"
and
says Donna Marie Sorrentino, . dorm is having an open house. Live entertainment
refresliment;s . A 11 welcome. Upper Lounge, Ea con House,
coordinator of ACCESS.
8-10 p.m.
Shelley Thorne, a UNH student confined to a wheelchair
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "IN the Shadow of the Glen,"
said the paths are "usually pretty
and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy_Theater, Paul Arts,
good." Thorne required help
8p.m.
one day by the MUB, but overall
felt the conditions "weren't . CALENDAR INFORMATION .MUST BESUB,MITT~D TO
'",
THE OFFICE OF ST{JDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
awful." v ·
··
··
(Observe dea,~ 1;r:cs on !'.."~ .-•forrns)
Beth Quackenbush, ·a se.n ior
Psychology major, feels the ice
and snow is a real problem on
The New Hamplhire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly .
campus. ''I've slipped many
throughoutthe academic year. Our offices are located in Room.151 of the Memorial
times and fallen once. I wish
Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Mondaythey could sand the paths betFr~day 10am-3pm. Academic yea~-subscription: $24.00. Third class postage
ter," she ,said.
paid af Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.
Kent Looney, junior Leisure,
The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
Tourism and Management maerrors, but will reprint that part(of an advertisment:i-~ which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMAS'.fER: send address changes
jor agreed. "Considering the
to The Neu · Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
amount of snow, I think they
·
per issue 1. ,- Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.
did a decent job."
· A record number of New
(D-Illinois) with 17 percent.
Bush also needed a victory in ·H_ampshire voters showed up
New Hampshire after losing to cast their vote on Tuesday.
co Sen. Robert Dole (~-Kansas) . The 284~734 voters beat the
and being surprised by Pat . previous record set in 1980 by
(co~tinuedfroriipag el) '
Robertson in Iowa. Many polls more than 23,000 votes.
and V Ke President George Bush showed Dole closing on Bush's
The turnout included 159,390
from the Republicans were .the once comfortable lead in New Republicans and 125,344 DeHampshire, .and many 'e xperts mocrats.
Tuesdais predicted that Dole would
winners
The cand·i dates have now
Experts agreed that Dukak1s squeak through with a victory.
·.
·
throughout the counneeded a large win in his neighBut Bush won with breathing dispersed
which would b~ very much- like : boring state after his third place room, garnering 38 percent of try, campaigning in preparation
known
a pre-paid charge card."
finish in the Iowa caucuses. He the New Hampshire votes. Dole for March 8, commonly
The Wildcatessen will serve received 36 percrnt of the vote, followe~l with 29 percent, and as Super Tuesday. On this day,
many familiar favorites: pizza, followed by Rep. Richard Ge- Rep. jack Kemp (R-New York) ' 20 states, including 14 Southern
subs, deli, hot dogs, nachos, phardt (D-Missouri) with 20 . finished third with 13 percent states, will have either primaries
or caucuses.
- burgers, etc. However, they also percent, and Sen. Paul Simon of the votes.
have such things a·s premium
ice creams, giant cookies, fresh
breads, bagels a_nd croissants;
a bak;ery case full of freshlybaked pastries, cakes and tortes,
and retail counters holding
sodas, juices, chips and other
snacks.
H a nnelor e D awson is in
cha rge of mar ke ting and mer~handising fo r the W -ildcatessen.
She and Mo se r "bounce ideas
off of each other, trying ro think
of ways. t,o p lea se our (uture·
customers." ·
1'

0

: • DROPOUT JIIIIII

~

New 'Snack bar to
h
,
·
"
open next mont ;~f;!;;
.

·

·

By Sharon Heller
. The Wildcatessen, UNH's
new snack bar/ restaurant located .on the right side of Stillings Hall, will be opening
within a month. Its hours will
run from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00
p.m. Monday through Friday,
and Suri.day nights fr o m 7 :00
p.m. ro midnight.
A full time staff will be
present at the Wildcatessen all
day, and in tpe evenings it will
be run by hfred students and
student' managers.
Manager D arrel Moser said,
" A t fir s t we were co ncerned
· w ith a lack of labor, but the
respo nse has bee n tremendous.
T he quality of students working
.,. h e re is excepti o nal a nd their
resumes are all excellent. "
Prices- a t the Wildc atessen
will be compa tible with those
of thei r competitors in town .
At present it will nor be po~sible
to use a meal plan card, but
Moser said, "We are working
cl.tcJining

T hey both view the Wildca~
tessen as "a quality operation
that can serve students late in
the evening." They feel that"the
students' -reactions will be pos. itive because the Wildcatessen
· is for th~ir use and enjoymen~."

m

The presidential campaign is just a memory now for Pete Du Pont. (file photo)
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Dover, NH CAREER

RETREA T: Spo~sor ed by Carholic ·S~udent Organizatio n. Crossroa ds to Faith ·; where _Arn- r_o.n
My Faith Journey? '' February 26-, 27, 28 to Rollmg
Ridge Re.treat Center, Mass-., $40 -lJNH student~
(scholars hips, available ) $50 non-stud ents., Transportation provid_e d. Contact Jeanne Wetherby 862 1310 .

INTERV IEWING WORKS HOP: Sponsor¢ d by
Career Planning and Placemen t. Tips and technique s
to make your inte.rview s count. Tuesday, February
23, Forum Room, Library, 4s5 p.m.
'

~

CAREER PLANNI NG WORKS HOP : Sponsore d
. by Career Planning and Placemen t. :r'J<-:t sure where
· you are headed with you career! Small gr~up
workshop is designed to help you ·access your skills,
interests and values. Wednesday,' Fehruary ·24, Room
203, Huddlest on, 4 :30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only,
.
Room 203, Huddlest on. ,

.

.

CONCE RT OF IRISH TRADIT IONAL MUSIC:
Sponsore d by UNB Coun~,ry Dancers. With Patrick
Street, featuring contemp orary legends from the
Bothy Band, Planxty, and D~ Dannan. Sunday,
February 28, Richards l\.uditori um, Murklan d, 7
P-fTI·, students_$3, gen~ral $8. Informat ion: MUB
·
· .
· ·
Ticker Office, 862-2290 . .

GENERA L
. INFORM AL WORSH IP FOR UNH STUDEN TS:
Sponsor ed by U ~ired Campus Ministry . Prayer,
• scripture reading, s·inging . S1;1ndays, Chapel of
Educatio n Building , Commun ity Church, 4 :30-5
p.m .

[ - -· -- ,

r......, ........... .., ........., ....., ..,,~
I "B eco me aWinner" . ;
II..
I Sund~y, Feb. 21 and 28 7:15 pm i
I
:P.irt Series_ Prese nted By:
·i~ "•. a 2 Dr.
I
Tom Balis trier i

HEALTH

~

ALCOH OLICS ANONY MOUS MEETI NG
(OPEN): Individua ls concerne d about their drinking··
or 'drug use. Mondays , Tuesday s., Wednesd ays,
Thursday s, 2nd Floor Confere,n ce RooIT)., H~alrh
'
·
· Service Center, noon ro 1 p.m.

B.R.E.A. K. (BAG IT, RELAX, EAT AND CONNECT): Srucfencs who are divorced , separate d,
or just thinking about it are invited to meet for
sharing discussio n. Stop in for ·at _l~ast an hour;
bring you lunch. Mondays , Non-Trad 1t10nal STudent
Center, Petree Hbuse, 11: 30.a.m. to 1;30 p.m.

·-

·· -- · -

~

-~
~

CPR DEMON STRATI ON: Wednesd ay, .February
24, Conferen ce Room, Health Service Cenre-r, 7
p.m. _.,

AL-ANO N (OPEN) : lndi~idu als aifected by ·
BIBLE STUDY FOR WOMEN (ONLY) : Sponsore d
another's use of alcohol or other drugs. Mondays ,
by United Campus Ministry. From a fer.ninist point
Room 106,Jame s, n~on to 1 p.m.
of view. Tuesday s, Waysme et, 15 Mill Road, 7- '

sp.m. ·.

THEAT ER AUDITI ONS FOR THE PLAY
"MOTH ER COURA GE": Sponsore d by Theater
and Dance Dept. Open co all UNH students. Sunday,
. Febrµary 21; Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 2 p._m.
(callback s/late auditions at 5 p.m.) Advanc~ reading
material -available beginnin g February 15 m Room
D-22 of Patil Arts. Backstage help and usners needed
. too.

L~

I

call your Durha m rep-fo! a
7.4 9-6465

MEETIN GS

.~

unders tanding and building self-esteem

•

·I!

GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We offer great food
at great prices plus a. more personab le way to shop!
Check our our many natural and organic foods,
plus fresh breads and pastas and .more. Smre Hours:
Tuesdays and Wednesd ays, Rec. Room, Hubbard
Hall, 4:30-7p. m. Informat ion: Alison, 868-2240
or Peter 749-9649

i.

I~

One of ten "Most Innova tive Educato rs,,.
in 1980

; ~---1.~- •
.~r~ ~17'l

~

~'
~

Iron Man Triathlete

~

~

·Open to the Public

~

~

ENGINE ERING/ PHYSIC AL SCIENC ES BAG
join
LUNCH: Sponsore d by Non-Tra dition~! Student · WILDLI FE SOCIETY MEETIN G: Get Wild,
the UNH Wildlife Society. Planning a whale watch
Center. Are you majoring in Enginee rmg or the
and possible camping trip. MOnday, February 22,
Physical Sciences? Would you like to make contact
Room 104, Pertee Hall, 6:30 p.m.
with others in you major? Bring your lunch an<;l
join us for iaformal conversa tion. Tuesday, February ·
COLLEG IATE 4-H MONTH LY MEETIN G: A
. 23, Non-Trad itional Student Center, .Pett~e House,
businti!•SS meeting.a nd disvussion on the·Lirrle Royal.
•··
·
.
-,
12:30-2 p.m.
. , ' Wednesd ay, February 24, Room 202, Kendall, 7
.
: ..• , . .
GOURM ET DINNER : "The Pursuit 0f ExcelleQce :;, p.rr( •.·
- An Olympic Tradition ," a seven course ~ourrpet ·
SPANIS H CLUB URGEN T MEETIN G: For
dinner with cocktail hmir, andf entertain ment.
ration
Administ
Hotel
the
of
anyone intereste d in discussin g winter carnival
Students
the
Created by
Program. February 26 and 27, Granite STate Room, . event. Wec\nesd ay, February 24, Sullivan Room,
MUB, 8 p.m. Informat ion: Eleanora , 862-4408 or
MUB, 6:15 p.m., $18.95. Tickets on sale at MUB
Ticket Office, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through . LYnn, 862-4560.- -.. Friday. · ·

13 Jenkins Ct
Durham, NH 03824-

~ , .

~

Registati<lns are require d·
-

S68-HO S

·,w1

~

.

·
,

C

·

'

.· ·

~

.

e re · ommtted to total well-bei nt ''

Ill".

.............., .......................................~,.........,i
-Dr. ~ewis E. Palos kyOptometrist

.·

,.

• EYES EXAMINED, GLASSE S FITTED
• COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVI~ ES

with IN-HOUSE LABO RATORY

•CONT ACT LENS SERVICES
featuring ,,·F eel Safe" Plan:

* * * * * * * * * * *

* *

90.day, 100% refundab le fee
obligation in-office trial

No

* * *

· Large selection of SERENGET li BUCCI, VU ARNET, & R_A\'. BAN Sunglasses

.-_-ey e contact unlimited ·- - ·

Open M_on-Sat, 10 am .
In the Old Harbour District
03801 • 603-436-1200
-NH
OUTH,
PORTSM
STREE-T,
MARKET
. 123
' "r

READ ALL ABO UT IT!!!

EXTRA EXTRA

· 1
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Our Big 3-Day Sale means
up to 40% off everything in
stock! Contemporary styles,
great accessories -:-- tell. them
after you've checkoo this
one out!
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Tbe Lucky Strike 3-Da,y ·.
- Sale::Sat., Feb. 20th .1
Mon., Feb. ~2nd.

· ·111r· lleliue.r;J11nl~1~.·-·. \:.>·.( ...·. ;. >- ··. ·_.-
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pho ne
num ber· (las t
Frid ay's was
inco rrec t)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

LUCKY STRIKE

~

345 Fore St. • Portland, ME
207-,773-7784

51 Ceres St. • · Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2436
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Dairy land buyout ·studied
.

.

_, I

-

-

Hy Tim Scott
A recent un~ve.r;sity study
conducted by Resou·rce Econom~_,
ics Professor Doug Morris ~m--..
the effects of a nation-wide da'iry
·ereat peop1e_
·· farm buyout revealed an .t,1ncertain furure for several thousand -,
·creat copieS.
acres of New liampshin~ Land.
The nati.onal dairy farin:''
buyout which prompted Morr.is
51 Main St.
to initiate this ._s.rudy is a federally
,sponsored program attempti11g
Durham, N.H.
to reduce a nation-~id,e surplus
· ·
"
·
of milk.
868-6322
._, Because of government in. c~nti_ves, tpe dairy Jnqustry has
for the "past several years· been
p.roducing more milk than consu1., ers can drink. ln' l986·alone,
,the eX\.. t.' SS dairy products re~.
'moved tr'-; ,--:1 com me re ial
markets totalk--i 1 .2 .6 biilion
pounds, or the equivalei.t 0f i05 -·
glasses of milk for every U nilccl
States citizen.
·:1 En.tit:_led tfi~ Dairy 'Termin,;1- ·
l ion Program,· the government
,.
iii\S\\\\\\\%%\Siii\%\%%%%% %\S\S%%%%%%%%\S%SS%
·:puyout bought. nearly a milli9n .
.·.;
~ows from fai·merS' across the:·
·l ounrry at a price of $1.8 billion
'doUars. The ndwly-'own~d. cow_s
were then either sold for domes- .
tic meat processing _or shipp~d
·to overseas markets.
In ·addition to selling their
1~ :),
cows, participating farmers
agreed not co re-enter ,t he d~ir.y Jeff Kline and Professor Doug Morris and a friend. (Deborah'
Hopkins phot<.) .'
-. market for a five-year period.
. Land that otherwise would have the buyout. O(rhese., 44 re" · residents.
Before the buyout, New
!:been used co suppmt their dairy sponded to the-questionnaire
:;4-ierds was thus left open for oew developed by Morris and his Hampshire farmers owned
3,887 acres of cropland. At
/endeavors. The new ways in · research assistanr,Jeff Kline.
The potential-for commercial present, most of this land has
. which this land might be used
land devel?prp~nt -~h-a't ~heir · stayed in agr iculrur~ _a nd not
::r as_the f<;>cus of Morris' .studr~k _F1fty~e1ght New Hampshire responses rn_d1cate 1s an ·issue·:
OAIRY,. page 18
:'d'a'ir'y' fa<fue:rs (j:n,it,i:fipated in : :ef'f ectihg-a·ll New ~Marr?-,pshir-e·:1
~!-.,« •-' .../4,.~:1:r
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· Kappa,Delta re(11rnS to UNH

We're
looldpg·for
pe~Jewho
arent;afraid . of heights. ·

_-': ,- B;:Elizab~~h Ma~tin~~u

were registered to ~ush only 95
·i ellerit turnout," shei:,i·id; -.
·
Last . w.e-e-k,€nd, . na•tional . The council ha:d no idea what . bids, the maximum amount,
·
members of Kappa Delta S<)r- the turnout would be, although · were given our.
Braman said that the way each
ority as ·well as J(a: ppa Delta they knew there- was interest.
sisters from the Univer.sity of "We were hoping to get around individual sorority picks its
Rochester, N.Y. chose the 95 100 girls to sign up," said pledges is secretive. "Each house
women who would re-establish Braman, "instead we gm almost usually has ·t-heir own criteria '
for choosing new members."
a Kappa Delta colm1y here at 300."
Holt said there were lots of
According to Holt, there will
UNH.
According to Margaret H0lt, be a pledge program which will different factors used in picking
the Kap.pa Delta pledges. "We
a Kappa Delta collegiate advi- last between six to eight weeks.
sor, the organization is consi - "The. programs' will consist of looked for scho!arsµip, l~<J-derdered acolony ~nd not a soro~ity educ; tional sessions to~'famil- " ship qualities, and commitmenr." She said that commitbecause all of the members are iarize the women with the ideals
ment is especialfy importaD:t
pf Kappa Delta."
pledges. ·
· "A, colony is a chapter com- - · Holt said that although Kap- when you are starting a colony.
"You need a strong foundation,"
prised only of pledges," she said. pa Delta is ·co_n sidered a colony,
said Holt.
"There will be no ini.tiated they are actually a t-rue sorority
Jodi MacMillan, a sophomore
sisters · here a.t . UNH · while . now. "We will have members
from Hudson, N.B., said that
on Panhell, and the chapter is
K appa Delta is still a colony."
Christina Braman, president. a recognized qrganizarion." She -she signed up for rush on a
whim, but quickly realized that
of the Pan Hellenic Council at also said that they pope to have
becoming a part of Kappa Delta
UNH, said that over 260 women a house here on campus by next
was something she wanted to
·
. .
.
p articipated in K appa D elta 's fall.
do.
Out of the 268 w0men who
rush prngram. " It was an ex· "I like the fact that we are a
new sorority," she sa id. " W e
· ·have the ability to make it
whatever we want. We are free
of stereotypes.' '.
Kris tin T hibodeau, a fr eshman, called Joining K appa Delta
"excit ing ... It 's nea t to be the
begi nning of something."
Braman commented on all the
excitemen t that Kappa Del t a
has generated here at UNH. "It
h~s a positi ve fee dback to the
whole Gr~ek system," she said. ·

This is a shot at the top..
Our Retail Management Train-·
ing Program will guide you to the
upper echelon of our corporation:
General Mapager, District Manager, V.P., C.0.0.-there's nothing
to stop the right individual.
Hannaford Bros. Co. is a billion-dollar-plus food and drug
retailer in beautiful Northern
New England. If you have the
brains, persistence, and desire
to reach the top, we offer you
, the ideal corporate ladder.
For more information or
setting up an interview, contact
·
the Career Planning and
Placement Services Office,
203 Huddleston Hall.
Location: Career Planning
and Placement
Services Office
203 Huddleston Hall
Date:

March 10, 1988

Majors:

Economics and
Business

She _also said thar is shows rhe

Wome n colonize Kappa _D elta at UNH . (Deborah Hopkins
.

4

h o to)

administration how important
the G~eek system is co many of
the stude nts. "It has g~ nerated
a lot of energy," she said.
Bpma n hopes t ha t t his
e ne rgy w ill help all of the
fra ternities and sororities with
the ir ow n rus h progra ms nen
.
.
fal l.

. ros. Co.
Hannaford B

II

P.O.Box 1000
Portland, Maine 04104

, (207) 883·2911

An Equal Opportun ity Employer
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" ,THE- -FUTURE'IS IN

.- _ .. ,

INTERNATI"ONAL. 'Btls-i-RE.Ss '
A representative will; be .on campus ,_,HSDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 2L~ ~ l 9B8
· · to discuss

·:

· ., · . -.

. . . ·_ · CiRAD~n snmr, .·• ...

.~~.THUNDERBIRD .

· 1(/jj~
.
.
1

r,Are you dazed & confused

l

about where to eat? Sick of
! the dining halls? Tired of
[ ·Mac & Cheese? Try a _clast sic meal in a ·
•

...

·•
••

The brothers of Delta
would like to welco~e .the
U Kappa Delta soro-r1ty to
n U.N.H. ,
U Good luck with your

I

GLORY DAZE!!
. ,Offer good Feb .. 22-?6, 1988 with this ad.

~

~, ,~

! ..
I
I . . ·.· -- . . ~
in
Chi · . ~

New Restaurantl
Buy one item, get one free* (that sure beats the salad
bar)

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER
PLAHNING
·& PLACEMENT
SERVI. CES
I
.
.

_I

'

•••

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL . .
· OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
.
GlENDA'LE.. ARIZONA 85306.

••
•••
••

.i

n

U

, n·_
U

pledge program!

I
i

..
J
-'•············
-~·····························
·······~······················
··············~~·············
·············~~. [~==== =~~=== =~=~~~ ~~~
·I. MOVIE & ROCK POS- . .i
'~
CELEB RATE~
,* least e_x pensive item complimentary

-

.

"

.

. L

:

.'c ~

•

.

.

. TER SALE

:

UNH COUNTRY DANCERS
PRESENT
IN
CONCERT

FEBRUARY

22-24

..•.

ROOM
.: GRANITE STATELOBBY
.

10 - 5
-PH OTOS FROM MOVIES, ROCK & TV
-ROCK & MOVIE POSTCARDS

-.:..

- FOR IEGN MOVIE POSTERS

••
••
••
••
•••
••
•
••
••

- ALL TH E NEWEST MOVIES OVER 1000 DI FFERENT

.
•••
•
••

.:
•
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. ST. PATRICK 'S .DAY .
EARLY!

'••
•••
•••
•

•••
•••
••

•
•

•
•••
••
•
•••
•

.PATRICK
STREET
Contemporary legends of Irish music from

Planxty, De Danann &. The Bothy Band -_

RICHARD S AUDITORIUM
MU~KLAN D HALL
'

,

SUNDAY, FEBR·U ARY ,2s ·.
.
7:00 p.m . .
ADMISSIO N: _$3.00

· , .$8.00

,

.

:

i BEA~IS

:

.

':::·

TIU01l_ffl!Pt.

:7-~~~

•

--- --

~~~~--- ·

•

:,

UNH STUDENTS

GENERAL

Buy Tickets in advance at -the
Memorial Union Ticket Office .
. Remaining tickets will .be sold at the door .
.

Funded by PFO .
'

-.

.

-
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and banners present at the
An almost unanimous, "Shhhh",
· ,delivered the immediate mes- . headquarters were demons era-.
rive of his large Greek following. ·
, sage. and the crowd siienced.
An ethnic solidarity develops
·
·
3)
(continued from page
Dukakis had lost Manchester
when an ethnic group of people
to_ Representative Dick Genever elected one of its
have
this
school
time
high
of
first
fond memories
phardt. For the
football games and the intensity
night, the "Dukakis confidence" . own.
· "It is similar co john Kennedy
·
they created.
hadreceived a slight jolt. The
appealing to Irish Catholics in
Pins identifying the "Greeks
continued announcements of
his campaign," said Jay Hogan
for Dukakis," "Grandmas for
victory in Franklin, Sutto_n,
of Acton and coordinator of the
Dukakis," "Students for DukaPeterborough, and Berlin proDukakis campaign in Barnstead,
kis," as well as the obligatory
vided an instant remedy to the
,
N.H.
New Ham p~hire loves Dukakis
seve.ral disappointed supporDukakis himself is always
were proudly displayed upon
ters.
quick to identify his strnng
chests throughout the crowded
James St. Jean, a "100 perGreek background.
. room.
cent" Dukakis supporter, hot
"Who would have thought,"
Gail Washington of Na tick,
dog vendor and life time resMass. identified her status with - ident of Manchester was not . questioned Dukakis, "that the ·
son of Greek immigrants could
a "Teachers for Dukakis" pin.
surprised or disappointed with
seek and win the presidency of Her support stemmed from the
Dukakis's loss i1:1 the Queen city.
the U.S.?"
_
has
Leader
Union
governor's emphasis on "edulocal
"The
The message within the
cation, ,health insurance and an
a lot of say in how people vote
Kennedy campaign is often
understanding for the need for
in this area," s-aid St. Jean .
associated with Dukakis' a p- .
. housing," said Washington.
"People tend to listen to their
proach to the American people.
Joe Mullen of Maynard, Mass.,
anti:.Democratic ideas."
"Like JFK, I want to challenge
volunteered as campaign coorRooney Booth heads the Stuthe American people, especially
dinator for Dukakis in the
dents for Dukakis 6rganization
the young," said Dukakis to over
Gilmington, N.H. area. Mullen
at Wheaton college in Easton,
two thousand screaming sup,.,,
was certain that the governor
Mass. Dukakis's greatest appeal
porters.
would have no problems run.:
is his abifity to express an
As a grinning governo.r, wife
ning the nation. Dukakis doubinterest in the youth, said Booth.
Kitty, a disoriented grandmoth"The organizers of this camters were difficult to come by
er, and four children took the
in Manchester Tuesday night.
paign love ·young people," said
~.1ge, the room literally shook
said
tonight,"
win
been
"The
Booth. "I have· never
with excitement.
Mullen, "Is not just for N.H.
pushed aside· when I offered my
'··:r love .the people of New
or Mass., but for the entire
time to volunteer."
Hampshire," shouted Dukakis.
United States."
Booth sa'i d the challenge
By judging from the jamIf hunger struck, Dukakis
Dukakis has placed on the young
packed mill, New Hampshire
provided. Steamed hot dogs
is the driving force motivating
loved Governor Dukakis.
· _.
with onion, mustard, or relish . her on this campaign.
Hundreds of smiling faces,
"He also went to school with
toppings, slices of cheese pizza, - - ._
ear to ear grins, filed out of the
and Pepsi to drink were all
my mother," said Booth, stressavailable within an arm's reach.
ing rhe local appeal of Dukakis . headquarters. last night a little
closer to the .desired goal.
An arm's reach, a knee bend,
which contributed to his success
A lack of confidence certainly
a few pushes, and a ·couple of
in the.New Hampshire primary.
poses no obs.tacles to the Mi"His Greek heritage is what
quick punches. By 8:00 last
chael Dukakis campaign. Unnight, walking was no ·longer
drew my parents and myself into
fortunately, a problem with
Mike's campaign," said Bill
a feat easily accomplished at the
could be emerg- •
overconfidence
student'
sophomore
a
Tsi-ngos,
·
Dukakis headquarters.
ing, as Dukakis heads for the
At 8:40, a tired looking camat Harvard University.
"Chyros for Dukakis" butto_ns · less dependable Southern states.
paign manager rook the podium.

. PlJJ~E

direction. So when Hare began
his speech with the annoµncement that he had some good
news, the crowd was ready to
(continu'e d· from page 3)
believe it. ''We did 500 percent
better ' than in low a. The way
betting on, and with thumbs up.
see it, at this rate I calculate
I
Pete Rankin, a junior in
we'll win in about eight weeks,"
Concord's St. Paul's High School
said Hart .
. thi.nks that so far people have
The crowd , needed no more
not seen where -Hart really
Cries of "Hart '88"
incentive.
"People
stands on the issues.
resumed. The majority of young
love to talk about gossip. I think
faces in the room looked at Hart
it's unfortunate that they're not
with a hope that decried a faith
viewing the issues. A lot of them
in .the power of a democracy that
go by what they see on televistand up against the odds.
could
sion," comments Rankin.
Hart's campaign wasn't plan- · . The~e younger generation middle dass Americans are the
ning for a victory in New
concrete embodiment of Hart's
Hampshire and maybe that's
reform programs.
· what made losing feel like less .
"A voice for reform is needed,
of a loss. The party gained
the; old Democratic
because
momentum as thedisheartetiing
political system is not producing
results were released, in.stead
national victories. And without
of losing it. Sticking with the
victories, we q.nno·t govern to
tenets of Hart's campaign straachieve our values and goals.
tegy, shouts grew louder and
"Traditional ·politics, cautious
hopes grew stronger on primary
old programs and
candidates,
The
in.
came
results
the
as
night
narrow interests must give way
move from one percent iri the
to new politics. Bold new polIowa caucus to four percent in
the national interest,
icies,
the New Hampshire.primary
change, and reform--if we are
was viewed as a ste in the ri ht

HART

1

Rubes®

The detectives returned to question Tom Tom, the
Piper's son. It seemed that certain inconsistencies
in his original statement did not appear koshe'r.

Moms,D ads
and ~by, too.

to win and if we are to govern,"
Hart told his supporters from
the podium.
• They had ,heard it before from
the man who calls himself the
"different" Democrat, and they
were more than happy to listen
to it again. These Amer'icans
believe that only a reformer like
Hart can solve the national
_
problems.
Robert Krawitz of Cambridge, Mass., a suppor-ter of,
Hart since the campaign of '84
and a recent college graduate,
finds Hart's policies to be th·e
most sound. "He has a coherent
ov~ra11 policy which is something everyone else lacks;" said
Krawitz.
The party' and the politics
winded dowri slowly and Hart,
beseiged by supporters, patient' ly signed autographs. When he
left, his·Jamily faithfully in row,
his supporters ran to wish him
good luck. And Hart, amongst
this jovial representative of a
middle class America, seemed
to represent what democracy
should be all about--a chance.

Big kids and
little kids, it's
really true. There's a family
Medical Center
-close to you.

Care
Connection
Staffed by board -certified
Dr. Kenneth Rotner,
Nurse Practitioner
Jane Tallent
and a registered nurse.
~

~

.
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I

i
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Cnm-f:oatryl .--=-7'=
Ski Packages
I
From

Tamp·o si photo)

Mon.-Fri. 10-5 •Sat. ~ 1-3

CARE COUPON
..

\

'\

-'

COUPON EXPIRES ON 4-1-88.

· RE~TALS $12/Day

Dave Gerard of Savoy_Truffle jams in the MUB Pub. (Peter

---.---

This coupon entitles bearer to a $5.00
discount to be credited toward an office
visit at Care Connection. Only one
coupon may be applied per visit.

·aggg

~Durham
Bike
~~
Petteelreolll.ue
Dmm • -5134

r

I
I
,

<%0NNE"c~:r?
FAMILY MID~L CINIIR - DU.RNAM ·

----- - .~

Mill Road Pleze, ·Durham. NH 03824

Tel. 866-5080
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I Buy One Get ·One Fre e Cou pon !

Mys tery Cou pon !

!

,iii

Buy one sandwich, burg er or entre e and
good from 9pm - 12am
. I get a seco nd (lower price d)yn e free ..
Feb. 22 - Feb. 27, 1988
Ask your waitress for details : Offer good from Feb. 22 - Feb. 26, 1988.
· ·
·
1 11am - 9pm
!
· · .·
·
I
ri

-I

.

.

,.

.

.

,

I

,.

, . ;" ~

I

-.;-._.¥-¥¥11¥¥-•~••••••••••••H•••···••;,.•¥¥¥¥:I

.NOW OPEN! ·

(Do n't miss our intr odu ctor y coup ons! )
/

· Gl ory Da ze .Re.s tap ran t & Tave~n
.

.

.is som eth ing new & different
A Bla st from the Past!

1y~1i:;jf

K~
·
UNLIMITED

Hoir And Skin Core For The F_omily

. 35 Main SL • Durham

868-7051

\VUNJJ 91.⇒ Ftv1--

will be
broadcasting the game
betWeeh ·a nd . North
E.asterri ·
·February19 at 7:00
hockey
UNH

-
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KEY DATES TO REMEMBER

-~
_ : _ ~ _ ,.

-

-

-

.

----

.
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--

RESIDENCE HALLS

February 29
Monday
March ·1
Tuesday
March 2
Wednesday

8:30 am - 3:30 pm A:G. Applications Due }
8:30 am- 3:30 pm · H-P Applications Due
*
8:30 c3m- 7:00 pm Q-Z Applications Due
Late Applications Due ·
,
·· . - .
Housing Information and Lot'ery Results
· March 7
Distributed
Thursday March 24_ 8:30 am-3:30 pm A-G Oeposits Due/Agreements Signed }
8:30 am-3:30 pm. .H
March 25
Friday
. -P Depo_s~ts .Due/AgreementsS,~gned .. ~ _
8:30 am-3:30 pm Q-Z Deposits Due/Agreements·Srg-n ed
Monday
March 28
Late Deposits Que/Agreements _Signed
5:00 pm-7:00 pm
In-Hall Room Draw .
J\pril 11
Monday
,,
In-Hall Room Draw
Tuesday .. April 1·-2
Rooni :Draw
1n~H:~1:1
·
Wednesday April t3
Between-Hall Room Draw
EveningApril 20
Wednesday
Exact Ume to be
Announced
8:30 am-3:30 pm Last Chance Day , ·
April 27
Wedne.sday
PLEASE NOTE: All Ro.om Draw activity will take pf ace in the folfow.:ng locations:
Appl.ications Due
Deposits Due/Agreemen-ts Signed · fn-Hall Rooni Draw
Between-Hall Room Draw
Last Chan~e Day

Stoke Hall.
Business Office
Your Respective Hall
New Hampshire Hall-Gym
Pett~e House

· ~ If you are unable to submit an application or pay your deposit during
your designated time you may do so during any of the above time periods.
,'' _,;

1
1

'

i

'

I ·I •! 6
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Editorial
P'r ote ct'our rig hts ·
If you break ·a window , have a fight, or

· break any other Univers ity Rules, you won't
,be going to Jud 'Board any more. The old :
judicial system has been scrappe d and a
· new system to be called the Student' Conduct
Board is on the drawing board to replace
the old system.
More than just the name of the judicial
system has been changed . The new Board
has some fundam ental differenc½s on die
old system. But the new system will take
.away several of our preciou s rights guaranteed us in the Constitu tion, should the
recomm endatio ns of the task force be
accepted blindly by ,students .
The task force, compos ed of student s,
faculty and staff appoint ed by the admin- ·
istratio n, worked all last semest er and
presente d its recomm endation s for the ·new
conduct board a few weeks ago in a detailed
43 yage report. The task force ·wa:s created
this! fall after the controv ersial rape bearing
last! spring focused criticism on the old Jud
Boa:rd.
The Stud~nt Senate has had the arduous
tasl/. of dissecti ng the :report in an effort
to ~pprove or disappr ove of its findings .
The widely divided Student Senate spent
several weeks and tabled the report twice
because of the enormit y and range of the
issues involved.
- Finally, three senator s, who were also
on the task force which wrote the conduct
board report, came· up with a· nevi plan of
attack. To their credit, Sabra Clarke, Rob
Radler, and Lawren ce Donova n, worked
togethe r to split the report into several
parts, which they will present one at a time

Last day

to give!.

To the Editor:
It took three days, but have you
noticed a beautiful change in the
air? It's getting lovelier and lovelier
because of you! Your are making
our rheme come to life!
When ·we opened the doors on
Thursday to "Love is in' the air",
.we had processed 553 pints!! However, we must make another appeal
,' to you!
Wheth~r w~ c~n achieve ~ur goal
/ of I000 pmts 1s m your hands, and
/ many are counting on you! Don't
let them down.
/
Remembe r today is the last day
to make our drive a teriff ic success
. and continue the great tradition
ofUN.H!
Feel good about ym.1rself. Make
every day of the foture "lovelier
than ever" and pur happiness and
promise back in someone's life.
Sincerely
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross

the senate member ship.
Clarke, Ro.dler, and Donova n said they
wanted to weed our· of the report the ideas
that most peopl~ seem to agree with, and
leave the controv ersial pans to b~ discussed
in more detail later.
The first of these pans ro be ·w nsidere J
by our student represe ntativ.es passed last
-week in a resolut ion ro suppor t the
principl es of the new conduct board. ·
While the · princip les passed in the
Studen t Senate are basicall y sound, our
student represe ntative s must carefull y
conside r those task force recomm endation s
threaten our constitu tional rights
. which
as America n citizens.
One such recomm endatio n is that "all
hearing s regardi ng student conduc t be
closed.''
-under the old Jud B~ard system the
accused had the option of an open hearing.
The advanta ge of. an open hearing is that
the public can witness, and thus elimina te,
what the accused may perceive to be a biased·
board. ·
The task force's id.e a of a· clos~d hearing ·
is a reactio n to the unfortu nate circumstances of last spring in which the female
victim felt intimida ted to testify in public.
While the inclinati on to protect the victim
is a well intentio ned respons e by any
sensitiv e human who empath izes for the
· outrage a person in that situatio n may feel,
to mandate closed hearing s is wrong.
Not to allow free and. open hearing s is
more of an outrage.
Anothe r recomm endatio n that treads
all over the fabric of our.constit ution is
to

will

Due

the idea that ACCUSERS be given tee right
to appeal decis.ions of the conduct board
. .
"on a limited basis."
can
accuser
the
that
says
The report
e"
evidenc
"new
if
·appeal
~n
petition for
found
sruden.:
a
words,
other
In
is found,
innocen t the first time, could be triea ~-- ~ain
on the same charge until they are fou~"'d
guilty. That is called "double jeopard y,''
someth ing our constit ution protect s us
against.
This surely is not the intent_of the rask
force membe rs, but it is a real potenti al
result because of their recomm endation s .
The task force report states that the
Studen t Conduc t Boar-d can 'i n no way
replicate the America n judicial system. Yes,
it does seem obvious that UNH does not
have the resources to bµild a flawless judicial
~ystem: •But that argume nt has become an
excuse for not working to fill the holes in
the fabric which our constitu tional rights
seems to fall through so easily.
Those adminis trators who dump the ball
in the ol' we're-n ot-perfe ct-and- rnn:t-be like-1.A .-Law argume nt will never have
to face this Srud·e nr Conduc t Board that
they want us to swallow whole-hog. .,
They call these blatant transgr essions
against our constitu tional rights mtrely
having "higher standard s."
· Yes, we~ as educate9 people, should have
higher standarq .s of Behavio r. We. should
not be raping each othe·r,. destroy ing
propert y, cheatin g on exams, or stealing .
.But let's not be stupid enough to abdicate
our rights fust s·o we can railroad through
·
a judicial system those who do.

'- The New Ham pshi re .

should be corrected . We cto not
p·ropose limiting the role of the
EUZABET11 8. COTE . Eo iwr-m-C. .. c:i
advisor on only one· side, as Mr.
"'\,
Bischoff asserts. We propose char
the parties on both sides- acccusor
C. DURLING, M~nag/ng Editbr
ROBERT
Editor
Managing
JOANNE MARINO,
and accused alike- present their own
.
uAY KUMAR, i\iews .::aito, '
BRYAN ALEXANuc:n, News Editor
answer
and
ask
and
testimony
CHARLES J. McCl:JE Jr., Sports Editor
MARK T. BABCOCK 11, Sports Editor
questions personally , rarher rl~aµ · PETER TAMPOSl;Photo Editor.
Photo Editor
ARTHUR Llz'IE, Arts Editor
through an advisor. It is nor rrue
SUSAN FLYNN, Forum Editor
To the Editor:
th at "well-tra ined, highly expeKAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager
As Chairpers<>n of the UNH Task
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
frequently
appear
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rienced"
and
ns
Regulatio
Rules,
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Force
Advertlllng Auoctate ..
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un1vers1ty
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Isy Gordon Haaland I
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The ::-proposed changes ro Sroke Hall, the
renovations in Thompson Hall, and the strategic
planning process have been subjects of recent
commentary in The New Hampshire. I think it
is importa'nt ro emphasize that these efforts
represent our obligation ro yoti and the community
to take specific seeps to improve the University
of New Hampshire. Two of the projects concern
University buildings; the other is about building
a university . .

Stoke Haft
The reason we are reducing the number of students
who live in Stoke Hall is co improve ·the quality
of life in that facility. It ·is nor to find additional
administrative space. Whether its reputation is
' deserved or nor, Stoke Hall ha_s been a problem,
and it does deserve our immediate attention.
Although some of you might prefer chat we delay
such a decision until additional housing becomes
available, it is important that we take chis initial
step.
We know from the ·p sychological lire~acure that
crowding presents a problem and that the dense
.type of living represented by high-rise apartments,
dorms, or other facilities leads to difficulties. Last
fall, at ou_r Convocation, I announced char there
would be some changes in Sroke Hall, and we are
now implementing the first of chose changes. Our
goal is to reduce systematically rhe number of
students who live in Scoke and co improve the quality
. of life for its residents. Behavioral problems that .
r i _,, _ha.,ve occurred ,in -~tq~e,Hall are S!m PlY unaccep,rable, i
., • .i. 'which is rhe refason we' are caking this acfioh. I do '
'not like co reduce the number bf av·ailab-le rooms
. and understand the concerns expressed, but I am
:committed to proceeding with this change:
. It is important to keep in mind chat the Registrar's ,
Off ice is nor the only one being moved to Sroke
Hall. Our intention is co create a student services
area in Sroke which would include Financial Aid,
the Busine_ss _Office, rhe Registrar's Office, and
.
Residential Life.
We recognize the need for additional student
residences. Four years ago we added 400 l;>eds, and
we are actively planning to add 500-600 more,
preferably by September 1989. This is for a university
that is the same as it was in 1979, 10,800 srudenrs.
In addition, we are investing nearly one million
dollars per year in repair and renovation of current
resid~i~e· halls. ·By 199~, we· pla_n to hav~ coqiplerely
addres~current housmg quality.

Thompson 'Hall ·
Thompson· Hall, rhe location of the Office of
the President and the senior .administrarion since
1893, is hot c-hanging •irs function. Rather than
eliminating student access co the building, we h,!ve
increased the number of seminar rooms available

to sma'il classes. We have even ret~rned the front
do~r to full use for the first rime in more than 15
years. The University Computing Center, open
and available co all members of this community,
is now locared on the ground floor of Thompson
Hall. So please don't just peek through a window,
·
feel free co walk in the front door.
The T-Hall renovation was supported bY, University friends and alumni who are proud of UNH.
Many of them remember T-Hall as a dark and
dingy place, certainly nor reflective of the quality
of the institution. Today, the building conveys a
different image- it reflects the University's tradition
of quality wirhour being pretentious.

Strategic Plannin?,
A university has a responsibility to adapt co new
issues, to anticipate the future, and to preserve
the best of its traditions. Our University is nor,
nor can it be, a static institution.
This seemingly simple assumption is at rhe heart
of the "Strategic Edge,'.' which was our initial attempt
' to draft a strategic planning document. A strategic .
plan is simply a way of establishing a long-ter.n
goal, e.g., that in a decade we could be considered
one of che best small public universities in the ,nation.
The plan analyzes our strengths and weaknesses,
assesses the environment in which we operate,
and describes specific accions char we can rake and
.
,
,
that will help us achieve our goals.
A plan, likewise, is not accomplished by declaring·
its existence. Indeed, the plan that one starts with
is rarely completed. The world changes and plans
, must change rwich them. Resm1rces, while· identified
in the abstract, are_often nor there to accomplish ·
what one would like; nevertheless, it is in the
striving, in the effort to be better, that one in fact
.
becomes better.
In sense it is like growing up. There are events
we can control and events we do not control. We
choose which college to attend, bur is is from a limited
rang.e of institutions, depen·ding on our own
circumstances. We choose our careers within a
certain range. We choose whether to reach and do
research at the University of New Hampshire, but
it is not from an infinite number of possibilities.
Similarly, a strategic plan is bounded by the
conditions in which a university finds itself.
Ac this moinent iri rime, we do need more
resources to maintain and enhance our quality as
an institution, and we are trying to secure additional
funds from a variety of sources. As we work to
increase our revenue, whether it is writing a grant
· or seeking contributions, we do nor say chat we
are weak, .or char without more money, we cannot
be effective. Such an appl".oach has never sµcceeded
for this rior any other universiry. _People invest
in success, and we·intend to con~inue being successful.
We wjll .probably never get all the resources that

a

we chipkare sufficient, bi:it\ve will get more resources
as our quality .grows and recognition comes to the
.
U niversiry.
In fact, over the last several years we have initiated
a number of actions identified in the "Strategic
Edge" as important to this University. We have
israblished several centers of excellence as ways
A()f attracting some of the best faculty in the country
to work at the University. We have -increased
_external funding for these centers and provided ·
ways in which foculty can work with students in
interdisciplinary projects. The biological sciences ·
have been reorganized to provide for a more effective
curriculum and ·co enhance interdisciplinary work.
Recently we were given an endowment for the
biological sciences by the Hubbard brothers, who
are alumni .ofrhe University, that will enable us
to recruit an outstanding faculty member.
Our Honors Program and Undergraduate Research Program are in full swing providing special
opportunities for many students. The Advising
Center was established two yie ars ago to provide·
specific help, particularly for undeclared students.
This past year we filled almost 60 faculty vacancies
with an impressive array of people. They have come
b~cause they see promise, because they see this
U n.iversity beginning to be recognized for excellence.
We have instituted a computer-aided instruction
program as part of our effort to combine the best
of technology and instruction. We have made specific ·
efforts to enhance om Library acquisitions this
year and will do so again next year. We are actively
making changes in residence hall and Greek life,
student rules, orientation, planning for new
residence halls, ,and investigating the possibility
of residential colleges. During_ the past four years
w'e have had the highe~c increases in State support
in several decades and the largest growth in private_
support. Applications for admission continue to
increase at a rapid rate. An unprecedented 12,000
applications have been received to date.
We unquestionably have significant problems
to resolve, including support budgets, the further
development of our Library, competitive salaries,
various specific issues of student life, advising,
and perhaps even problems of which we are not
aware. Nevertheless, we have attracted a very capable ·
faculty, intelligent students,, ahd an excellent staff. .
So while some may be ~ynical about the claim to
be th~ best sm·an public university- a plan, by the
way, for ten years, not to be realized today- we canno,!
t llow ourselves to c1-spire for less.
To gee the resources necessary to be better requires
all of us to be proud of _the University of New
Hampshire and we are involved in strategic
planning. Thus, our plans will help us improve
campus buildings and co build a better universityfor you and for future students as well.

G'ordo_n Haaland is tbfl President of the Uni~ersity
of New Hampshire.

---------------------------,-.--------helps
·home less
By Rick Kampersal

"For two years now, as I walked along Pennsylania Avenue in front of the Old Executive Office
uilding, I would see this man sleeping on a
makeshift cardboard bed at curbside in the shadow
of the White House. 'Disgusting,' I would 'say\ {o
yself. .. 'embarassing'. I wanted that man off the
idewalk. So yesterday I decided to do something
bout it," .c olumnist Mike Kausey, Washington
ost, N over_nber 11, 1986.
Homelessness is -a huge problem in this courfrry
fours,, one that too often gets hushed under the
ug a,nd forgotten. Of the 250 million people in
he U.S., 500,000 do not have roofs ro live under.
Whar do you .chink of when you think of home?
our comfy bed? Lounging in front of the TV?
ome-cooked meals? Imagine not having any of
~ese things--no bed, no TV, no home-cooked meals.

The Federal Government has, in effect, thumbed
irs almighty nose at chis plight. In January of 1984,
President Ronald Reagan said,"Homelessness in
chis country is not a federal issue. It is for states
and local governments to deal with."
Can you believe that? The most powerful man
, in rhis country could also be the most ignorant one?
The only real aid that rhe homele;s have received
has been through private benefits. Last fall, Home ·
Box Office aired a special Comic Relief in which
top-notch comedians such as Robin Williams and
Steven Wright performed to raise funds for the
homeless.
On March 27 and 28 a simil a r event will take
· place in our own Johnson Theater. The newlyformed UNH Student Coalition for the Homeless
will be putting on a variety show featuring top
Boston comedia.ns such as Barry Crimmins (an HBO
·
··
·
re ul

Hampshire's own Shaw Brothers are working on
a song which will be appropriate for the occasion.
UNH President Gordon Haaland and Governo
John Sununu will be on hand to celebrate the event.
UNH students will be given the opportunity t
perform brief skits that will be judged by a pane
of faculty, students, and comedians. Winners 'wil
receive, among other prizes, recognition from
national talent agency. If you are interested i
working for the Coalition, or performing an act
you can contact President Brian Bonefant, or Tod
Delaney at 862-47_22.
If rhe United Stares government is reluctant t
help these people, then we all should take Mr
Kausey's advice and "do·something about it." Maybe
just maybe Ronnie and his staffers will wake u
and smell the coffee.

Rick
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Jay:Le~o-Mauls McDonalds, Other Icons
.Jay Leno with'
Mar~· Parenteau,and Billy West
UNH Field.House
Wednesday, February 17 .
By.Arthur Lizie
The weapon: Jay Leno. The
ammunition: jokes. The target:
Corporate .and middle America.
The result:-- An evening of nonstop laughs te·mpered with large
doses of common sense.
Wednesday night at the Field
House, almost nothing American was sacred to Jay Leno, heir
apparent co Johnny Carson's lace
night empire. In a ninety-minute
show mixing straight stand-up
comedy with audie1:1,ce participation, 1Leno lambasted a host
of American icons including fast
food, movies, airlines, men and
women, and televison. When
Leno looks around America, he
often can't find sense in what
he sees, people selling "clean"
urine, McDonald's vs. Bu.rger .
King, "The Newlywed Game,"
Fellini characters at the local
1-E leven, .and he's more . than
willing co point out'discrepencies between the reality and
logic.
All of this playful abuse of
America works because Leno
cqmes off a.s an average,Jikeable
. guy. He's like a neighbor you
talk to over a backyard fence on
a Saturday afternoon. Like that
ne!ghbo~, -.he IT)ay str¢tch the
truth a bit, out he's usually seems

J .

pretty believable. Without
swearing, being racist/ sexist,
or becoming sinfully egotistical,
he's steadily entertaining with
his keen knack for sensing the
rid1culous in the most obvious.
He :remembers college, where
sex and drugs were -legal and
accepted, but hoc · pots were
"'----contraband.
Back before he became Carson's replacement, Leno could
often be found airing his latest
beef co David Letterman. This
evening, his latest beef was
McDonald's mentality. He was
especially enamored the company's ''cradle to the grave"
employment pla[) in which they
employ teenagers and elderly
side by sicle at minimum wage.
He also enjoyed using their
great boon co customer service,
drive-chroughs. In addition, he
questioned the logic of radio ads
urging the listener to ru,sh to
the new McDonald's across
town when you'll pass ninety
old McDonald's on the way over
to the new one.
Also on the subject of food,
he found it ridiculous that
Americans find it :necessary co
turn food into coys. "Try showing Mr. Potato Head to little
Kimba in Africa," he said._"She
looks and says, 'I'.(imba eat
potato,' and we tell her, 'No,
~imoa, potato no~fqpd, it's co-y:."
· Moving into other areas, rn

the battle of the sexes, he found
the definitive difference between men and women: All men
laugh at the Three Stooges and
all women think the three are
idiots. From his past, he recalled,
for _the first time on stage, the
Thanksgiving he was sent to the
store for napkins for his mother
and returned to the family meal
with a box of feminine hygiene
products. On television he dis covered the reason behind "The
Newlywed Game," to match
couples to breed a new generation of genetic deficients who
watch "The Newlywed G,ame."
On the airlines he found .his
bonus miles scamped "frequent
survivor." All topics into which
he ventured were treated with
as much off-handed and entertaining humor.
This show was fabulous, his
fill-ins on "The Tonight Show" ·
are delightful, what's next for
Jay Leno? Will he continue to
poke fun at the popular conventions of America as he bernmes
one? Carson is obviously a tired
concept now.The passing of the
late night torch is hopefully not
too far off in the future. Will
Leno still be funny when it
counts? Let's hope so, he's worth
it.
The opening act of WBCN
personalities Billy West and
Mark . Parenteau was pi,tiful.
They are the best case fcfr ,-the·

Gentlemen Pre/er Blondef
By Marc Mamigonian

If the name -Howard Hawks
means anything to you (and it
really should), it certainly is not
because of musicals like Gen tlemen Prefer Blondes. How ever, Hawks directed eveq~thing
at least once - two of the greatest
screwball comedies ever with
Twentieth Century ( 1934) and
Brinf!,inf!. Up Baby (1938), the

definitive newspaper comedy
with His Girl Friday 0940), a
great western with Red River
(1948), one of the.d efinitive film
noirs with The Big Sleep (1946),
and dozens of other films that .
don't fit so nicely into categories
- so why not a musical?
Why not indeed, when you
have those two young women
from Little Rock, Marilyn Monroe (yes, the "Candle In The
Wi-nd" herself) and Jane Russell

(the foll -figured gal):, support
from Charles coburn, and songs
like ''.Diamonds Are A Girl's
Best Friend," the original "Material Girl." This is the film that
secured Marilyn's place as a
major media sensation, and ~ven
though it's not her best film,
who's con:iplaining? ~orth seeing, it will !Je showrng at the
MUB courtesy those swell kids
at MUSO, Sunday night at 7:00
p.m. and 9:30 p,m.

continued deat1:i· of vaudeville
since U ode Miltie left the air.
Parenteau was obnoxious and
art if ical as he joked about tipping over the cows in New

Hampshire and laughed at
West's poor Paul Simon and
Elvis Presley imitations. Still,
they were better than Styx.

Manon o/ Tlie

Spr~itgis

Florette "f Better

Manon Of The Spring
By Marc Mamigonian
the abundant water, decides that
It comes as no surprise to 'm e the family must have an heir.
cha~ Claude .Berri's Manon Of _..H e is too old so he presses
The Spring is a film of great Ugolin to "choose a mate."
beauty and sensitivity, because U golin chances . across Manon,
then it is but the equaJ of it's who is engaged in the ancient
first pan, the excellent Jean De French custom of prancing
Florette. What surprises me is about in the water in the buff
that Manon is a better film than while playing with goats and
Jean de Florette.
harmonicas. Manon is about the
The films both take place in most beautiful thing he has ever
provincial France in the_early seen (played by Emmanuelle
1900s. lri the first film, an evil Beart, I'm not.arguing with him)
duo, Papet (Yves Montand) and and, despite the fact he knows
his dim nephew U golin (Daniel he'll never be mistaken for
Autiel), plot against the Good . Richard Gere, he is determined
Jean (Ger-ard Depardieu) and to win her. In short, the rest of
his family to drive them off a the film goes likeJhi~: he doesn't
valuable piece of land that Pa pet win her, but she gets her reand Ugolin want. They want it venge. If you want the details,
because it has a spring (water go see the film. ~ ·
is in short supply), but Jean does
Like Jean de Florette, Manon
not know about the spring is an exquisitely made film, with
because they b1ocked it. Even- good aclting and an intelligent
tually, the two drive Jean to his . script. However, also- like
death, and then buy the land Florette, 'there is a certain '
cheaply off of the desperate amount of obviousness about .
widow.
it. If it wasn't so weU done, it
.M anon Of The Spring takes wouid be dangerously hokey and
place about ten years later. . shmaltzy; the c;:are lavished on
Manon, Jean's sister, having both projects makes them very
found out about the spring, has worthwhile. It's all very Masbeen living in the hills, roughing terpiece Thea,ter-ish in a kind
it raising goats, waiting for the of self-satisfied way, but there
,chance to gain revenge on her are no car chases, no graphic
father's tormentors. Meanwhile, ritual slayings, and no music by
Papet, who, along with Ugolin Styx on the soundtrack, so I'm
has been prospering thanks to not bickering.

I

Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention
hotline operated and staffed by
UNH students. Our confidential.
services are accessible to the UNH
student !Jody ·and surrounding
towns.
Cool-Aid is not only for_people ·
expf2riencing crises. No probl_em
can be too small. We can help you
-,
I

solve your problems, lend a helping ear or simply refer you to a
may need. To
contact that
find out more, <;all

you
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.W lJO SM iiJd ing Tes tDe ptT Bon ean dHi s ·
the stage (Test Dept. are also
a theater 'gr~up ), the _emotjonal
impact of the music is not lost
without the aid of -visuals.

Test Dept~.
A Good Night Out

Relativity/S ome Bizarre
By Anhur Lizie
Bands don't get really angry
anymore. Sure, they _h ave a bit
more compassion, participating
in "We Are The World," "Sun
City," and countless other photo
opportunitie s, but we don't gee
the we're-so-pis sed-we-wan tro-kick-som eone-in-the- head
kind of angry anymore. A generation is growing up without the
guidance of a Woody Guthrie
or a Bob D) ,an, or an Elvis
Costello, or even a Country Joe
McDonald. To' wic, who's minding the store?
1
Well, if you're British, take
heart, here comes Test Dept.
Test Dept. is a group of really,
really angry young m'en. We' re
talking quite pissed off. These
guys probably sleep in sewers ,
eat nails, and listen to pitiful
Styx songs just to get an extra
· angry edge. A Good Night ·Out'
is their latest disc _of post _
Thatcher angst.
. The record is not exactly
enjoyable, but a couple listens
could prove fruitful to the
diligent listener. It's industrial
noise mixed with the farthest
reaches of pop and a good dose
of spite. Although intended for

to do things/ So masters of mine

take heed/ For you have put into
my head/ Many a wicked deed."
In "Voice of Reason," lyrics
pulled from th.e manifesto
The most likea~!e aspect ()f' "Teeth Will Be Pi;-ovided" by
the band's soµnd is their unique · Jonas Moore, they wail, "Our
mixture of percussives with the sense of culture/ finds its highest
twin attack of bagpipes and expression/ In the bingo callers
bugle . Not your average pop mantra / or the auctioneers
fare. This unusual combination hammer." Basically, people are
gives an imagination to songs having a'hard time, the governthat may otherwise have been ment is unresponsive , therefore,
'left behind with countless other culture is in decline. They didn't ·
homogeneou s British imports. even mention the fact that Ringo might have his own
"Cha Till Sinn Tuille (We Shall prime rime TV show.
Return No More)" best makes
use of the combination . With
. the right promotion, t h is d ance
tune could have bagpipes and
-The band is just as aggresive
bugles resounding throughout musically as they are lyrically.
the discos of America.
On "De monomania, " a.chaotic
exercise in redemption, pounding and resounding percussives
These guys aren't pleased
abounding. In a song with a title
with the current politica1, ec- much to J ong to print, the
onomical and social climates in
traditional British warcry of the
England, and they don't hesitate bagpipes (watch Gunga Din)
to berate them. They feel the
'is compliment ed by martial
governmen t does not uphold drumming so well you'll want
ini moral obl ig-ation to the · don a kilt and walk through
people. In "Generous Terms,."
fields looking for a good cause
. lyrics written by a member of to fight for. Or, you could put
the National Union Of Mine- · on the kilt and go to the nearest
v:rorkers (formerly- Simplex record store a-nd buy a copy of
East) , they bark to th,e govern- A Good Night Out.
.
ment "All my life I' ve wanted

Angst Can COpe Just Fine
Angst
):>right music mixed with mtel- Although the three are not a
Mystery Spot
l-igent lyrics.Thre e guys just
t ~adid9 nal power tri?, thi y do
manage to create their· share of
. doing the best they can to cope
SST Records '
with the often dark world . If energy with Pope's bouncy,
By Arthur Lizie
a little despondent' melodic bass, Risk's jingly.,
. With a name like Angst, a they seem
bright guitar, and Hursey's
despair, Angst
don't
band should deliver a lot. Angst at times,
competent drumming_ When
In
escaping.
of
ways
their
have
is. such a powerful word, not to
they click, which is often, they
J anuaiy ," they sing
mention highly overused, that "Back fn
are dangerously hot, as can be
light
I
day,
a
times
20
about
"Just
it deserves a band with sotne
witnessed in "Red Wing," which
Sure,
away."
lift
and
up
myself
punch. Unfortunate ly, the "a
lumbers along with the impre.
fine
just
cope
can
they
lot" that one would expect from
cise tendencies of AC/ DC, and
of
up
made
is
band
The
an Angst would probably be
"One Life (Out of 9)," which
ist Joseph
loud, obnoxious, cheap hardcore brothers vocalist/bass
is delightfully hypnotic.
Jon
guitarist
vocalist/
and
Pope
- grammar school anger, antiMore than just a few rungs
have
they
if
cares
(who
Risk
E.
Reagan and stuff, man. Luckily,
above Styx on the musical
but
dad
and
mom
same
the
that, is not the product that
different last names?), and · evolutionary ladder,, Angst are
,
Angst deliver.
Hursey, who definitely worth a listen, if not
Instead, the band gives wond- drumme~ Michael
been replaced Andy Kaps. two or three or four. ..
erfally clever pop, -otferin~ has

CiETYOUR
FUTURE OFF
THE GROUND··
- Imagine the thrill of-flying·a jet aircraft! Air Force
.
Rare offers )OU leadership .
training and an excellent start to a ca-~ as an Air·Force pilot If y09 have what
It takes, check out Air Force Rare today.
-·
Contact: - C np t O loria L . Co p ela n d ·

60 3-8 6 2- i480
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T Bone Burnett
The Talking Animals
Columbia Records
By Brendan Gleeson
In rock music there have
always been performers, like
the Velvet Underground or the'
Stooges, who have a profound
influence on the developmen t
. of rock, but who never seem to
find their own way to popular
acclaim . They must content
themselves with being cited as
'inspirations by the bands that
do hit it big . Perhaps these
unfortunate ·performers are
ahead of their time, and since
most people have a hard enough
time dealing with the present,
they are not given a chance. Or
perhaps the reason that these
artists achei-ve such great success
critically but not finaricially is
that they are concerned with
making music that pleases them- .
selves and not popular opinion.
Enter T Bone Burnett . .
Burnett has been around for
a while, producing and playing
with such artists as Bob Dylan,
Elvis Costello, BoDeans, Los
Lobos, and most recently,'U2 .
Despite all of this t_ollaboration,
he still finds time for ~ solo
career. His new album, The
Talking Animals; shows that
his long . years' in the music
business have not been wasted.
The most prominent ,aspect
of this album is the beat, the
most~i,m eortant character_ist_ic
of rock'.T t:\ s.appropriat e''rlfa-t
a performer of such importance
to the genre should place such
emphasis on a beat which propels the album relentlessly from
start to finish. There are, in fact,

three bass players featured · on
the album.
Many other performers are
featured to varying degrees,
Bono, for ins!ance, is listed as
a singer, but i_s heaF~ .:only on
the fade -out of "Purple Heart"
giving his trademark plaintive
wail. Cait O'Riorda,n, formedy
of The Pogues, and Reuben
Blades are among the others
featured on the recordf although
one wouM be hard pressed to
say exactly w_h_ere they are
.
featured.
· Burnett for the most part
keeps thing~ _simple. Guided by
the persistent rhythm section,
he and Dav.id Rhodes (Peter
Gabriel gui~ai-ist) sp1n out -~le~:er, mature guitar work that is
especially effective because it
is not cluttered with effects :
Burnett is too talented a mu -.
sician to ' bmy his skills-·under
_a mass of production.
While the album is certainly
not lacking in talent, it is a bi(
short on energy. When listening
to the album, one h,e~rs the work
o-f an e):{cellent musician who
has been around, who knows
tha.t he is gbo.9, and who "is
con.t ent to 'let it go at th a:,t,.
Burnett does not seem to inject
much life into the record; this
is the· o_n ly place he fails. ' Per haps there is a bit _too much
pr:pfessiona lism:he-r e, in that
Blir-nett1 no longe:tihitsrfanfthiwg'
to prove in the studio. A 'little
more energy on the next disc
T Bone more goq.d
might do
than all the guest appearances
in the world.

ol'

Tay lor Tod ay's
Ple asa nt Pop
James Taylor
Never Die Young , they were never that far apart."
JT' s inate ability to put universal
Columbia Records
ye_t ver·y personal feelings in a
Pollet
By Chris
simple and understandab le form
With popular music in such
is inescapable on this album.
a sorry state, it's really nice to For
example, "Baby Boom Baby"
see an artist like James Taylor
an introspective look ar
offers
arou.nd. While his 1985 album
prior to his
uncertainty
s
JT'
.
That's Why .I'n:iHere signaled receo.t marriage: "I work ha.rd
th<e return of the folk/ pop
to see that you remember my
singer to the heights of popu- ,
name/Nod your head yes/Do
early
the
larity h~ scaled in
all I can to make you want to
seventies ; his new disc, Never
see me again."
return
his
Die Young, continues
The addition of guitarist Bob
to prominence in the music
Mann brings a new twist that
world.
· still fits right in with Taylor's
· Never Die Young, as did the sound; -he'-s bluesy on songs like
a
offers
Here,
I'm
Why
That's
"Sweet Potato Pie" and melodic
JT who has grown more content
songs like "Letter In the
on
and yet more confident with the
and "Home By Another
Mail"
. passage of a few difficult years. ·
Still present in the band
Way."
Gone are the turbulent days of
Sklar and Dan DugLeland
are
·
his divorce from Carly Simon,
the familiar bass
offer
who
more
replaced vrith new days of a
chatacteristi csguitar
steel
and
to
hopeful JT. He still has a lot
sound,.
s
JT'
to
say about friends, home, love,
Never Die Young is not a
but perceptions of these ropics
album for J ames
revolutionary
seem more mature and clear on
but it does offer the
Taylor
this album.
listener a couple of new flavors
The strength of JT is with his
in the JT designer collect ion.
his
·
and
ability
songwriting
there's some progressive .
While
eas ily identifiable voice; nostuff, still present are the famore
strengths
these
are
where
miliar ballads and upbeat "down
evident than on the title track:
home" songs which make James
"Synchroniz ed with the rising
such a pleasure to listen
Taylor
moon/Ev.e n with_the evening
in today's pop
especially
to,
star/they were true love written
world,.
iffstone/The y were never alone; -
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Respon s1 ) es -inc u .e· sup·e rvision and_organiz ation· o
a student staff to run a 1750 watf FM{stexeo ·-station. N radio experien ce is necessa ry - there will be a compen sateraining period this semeste r.
.
f you are respons ible, have good organiz at.ional skills:, an
· ould like to be part of a progress ive broadca st organizatio
hile gaining valuable ·e xperien ce, you are encoura ged. t.
ic/k up an· applica tion _at our studios in Room 140 ·o f th
~?J.c\

cJ)~
\O'{\

-

.

BECOME A
STUDENT
TRUSTEE .
./

.

'

\

.

-

repre sent UNH, Plymo uth & Kee_n e State on
The Unive rsity System 's·Boa rd of Trust ees
· ·A ··vote for studen ts

/

Devel op:Leade rship skill~
,I

Applica tions now availabl e in the Studen f Senate Office, ·
Room 130 MUB, More info call 862-1494
-AppHcation Deadline Monday Februar y 22,,1988
.

./

r
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DAIRY1111111
(continued from page 17 )

MOTHER ·ooosE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

. EVER NOTICE WH6N

fa)OU'RE RUNNING, ·
1-fOW ','OUR SHAPOUJ .
eers REAL- 1,O1.Je r ,

BLOOM COUNTY ;

by· Berke ·Breathe~
6VY YPIII'( cH'ocOtllrE .. ·

0'1/N

Mt.St'
RrEA~.I
.I .

OK VIIN/Lt.11 .?

._ ·

.

-

. ·=·'

go~e .to condoll'.1ir1iµms. " . .
As Morris states in his report,
· bnly "6.9 percent was sold for
housing development."
Pri:or to the huyout, New
Hampshire dairymen also used .
an additional three thousand
acres of land that was rented.
The.ways 1n which ,the majority
of this land is currently being
used are not as clea.r.
'According to Morris, "57.6%
of the once rent.ed land is no
longer being re~ted ... Sp.e cif ic
impacrs to abse 11tee, landlords
are unknown."
.
Although the short-term ef- ·
frets of the buyout have not l'ed
' to . considerable _
c ommercial
development, its future -e ffects
are srill uncfrtai n. As Morris
said, ..-The irrrpl1d of- the dairY:
buyout can
·g~uged in
a year or· two when more permanent changes have occurred."
·Morris said he will continue
· to observe.changing ;New Hamp- ·.
shi·r:e . land-iis-e·$· ah-cl has plans
to ·ri p~at liis s tudy sometim~ ·
-.1· -during the nex'r-' two years. · · ··
· Debbie Lev.ine, a Dairy Herd
Management major at UNH,
said, ·.:The program is b:oth good
· and bad. It has reduced the
nation-wide mllk ~urplus, bur
at the same time it has. increased
the chances for commercial
devel~pment.'' ·

9e bet:Wf

1

•

""'-"'\,~ ~-~

We'd11ke to·introlluce·

I ,

' · vou to the newest
sookesm·an .for the
· ·. American.· Heart

by JeffMacNe/Jy

· Association.

'1'UE ll21CK ISTO EAT
:£VE:RAL MlNI-MEAl-S
pVRING ll.jE VAl(..; ,:
- INGTEAP OF SNARFINe
QJWN TJ.IIZEE HUS&;

I FIGURE IT W~'T HORT
TO SAVE. Mt{~/...F AU.. TJ-40GE.

.~~~~~~. s~o•t!J ., -·[

, TJ21f~ Tb 71A-E J46Ff<1eE.JZATt;5~ ;~ rs :.

·c

he's born. , ,

k•

.J.

~UA~E MEAL,0.

KUDZU
--n-l~k YOU ! YOU'RE A

BEAu-nrut... AUC>\ENCE.'

'I'D L\ke:--ro-rA'KE You .
AU.. ~OME. 'N'l1H ME.'

--v

\

American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHJING FOR
.YOUR.LI FE ·
- ~

·~

© 198jl Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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Ail Rights Reserved
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Calvin·and Hobbes

· . Round Trips ·

by Bill Watterson

Fro"" BOSTON

St11,r in!''' .-

LONDON
LUX EN/BURG
BRUSSELS ,
ST. THOMAS·

rYE. Gm TC El:) 10 SC\KX)L
TOMORRO~ MORt{\NG-! 'N\.t~T
'N\Ll 1\-\£ ~\0$ ~'( \F I'M
At{

. · .

OlJl?! · - -

CARACAS

369
348
378
300·

36Q

'·

Taxes not included.

Al.SO : Work - Study Abroad.
Language Courses . Int 'I Student ID .
Youth Hoste/ Passes.EURA IL Passes
issued on the spot'
Call for ·the FREE CIEE $tudent

Travel Catalog'

@1 988 Wniver~81'Press Syndicate

···Boston 617-26~926

L~----'--------........:..a~ ...:,•.. .•·., . .,A..,_.~- '£...:~~ ~~ •.:..::.·' -'--'~
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0lE T /1/ILD- come join rh e UNf l 'W ild.life
Soc 1r; ty- planning a whalewatch and
ca rn i., ing trip. , Monday Feb 22, 6:30 pm Spring Break ,tank top shirts. A mµst for
Pett<;,: Helli rm. 104
.• .
.
· b1 •laing piceps a:nd se xy shoul 9e(s. Call
· Two rooms for renf(immediately)-large
house, Dover. Own room(s). Large Kitchen,
living area. Washer/Dryer. Utilities in~
eluded. $250/month. Please Call 743-3118
Apartment for rent- $500 per month.
Includes heaFMain Street, Durham. Call
')07-439-3801.
Rc om in Somersworth. $200/mo. plus
;,.1one and percent of utilities. 17 min. ride
from campus, non-smokers, l.ocated ir-1 a
private residence owned .by student,
includes use of all facilities- pets & lease
negotiable. Call Matthew Da.vis 692~ 7392
or 433~301 0 days.
Male Nonsmoker needed as roommate for
2 bedrnom apt. _in Downtown Oover.
Remodeling Taking place . Prefer quiet
persorr, Apt. located 9ver Doctors offices.
2 min walk.to K-Van. Call 749-3202 or 7420661

For sale: rJ°eirling Grar-1d Prix Ski boots. Size
asons wear. Call
10 1 /2 Only two short se_
Chris 868-1386.
Ouahty ·Loudspeakers: 1 pair brand new_
Acoustic Monitors, $400 or'best offer; 1.
pair used f3bston Acoustics A 100, good
condition, $200 or best offer. Ca.ll 868-3331
oi 862-1485. Ask for Mike. Willing to
negotiat~,
SECTIONAL COUCH for sale. 10 sections.
~'.utcfmaris jnclwded. Good condi tion-very
$600 ot Best off~r'. call 868-97:1 Q_·

c_
omfy.

·'.a:~ \ :-,bir.d l"ijgh ;tvi jJ~ge

(80k), .Low P~ice :
~re·a f car , Excellent Condition. Ru.os
Pe d eoily. Air ;·'AM~FM Stereo,'.<'f3ear De ~
.
fr;Pc~!: -$;485.@_Call p59-5932. ' . . .

LOST: Black and white fresh water pearl
Part tim e work starting at $15 1/ HR. If you
ne.c; klace . Lo_st .in th e 'vi c inity .of the B·e, .,i~
scored a 700 on your SAT~·or_had -~ GPA . .
Store : If found, piease ,call Joyce. . at ) 6 i 4.
of 3.5, The Princeton Review may have
Lots -0f sentimental value attached to , :e
~h_
1gh paying , part time j_
o bfor you.
necklace. ,
New Hampshire 's bes t SAT coaching
course is looking for .a few br-ight, energetic
(
. ,~

~~!{~~~:~~=~:~e~,:~~_;_~a_i_i:;f~g-~-''_t~-~. •ls,m ~~

C0 1' •. )RAT; J.EN R. ali;s Va.rii'!y of T:u~6;
Ha i! I- hur:ider tool Don't forg et about us
G·D·1·.·s· in
· St k. 1,M h I
B ff
oe . u~ o,v-_~u (h~. he,~e)
.
To ,;,; POOPIE Valentine ; w_ ho loves yo L.:
b_ao e ?i Your OJB (and JC) P.S. I mi ss L
_a•r:l ,1!e Sun11

u,

P~u. ·at 868-3483.

Us 1,1g more than on e- drug at a time can·

be even more hazardous than over drinking.
Tn :fleets may be add'itive .and they may
·
in,te ract in unknown,.ways . O_verdose and
/ e r death is more poss·ible . For more
information, caJI Health Education, x3823.

rlappy 21st Laural We 're on'the· loose now 1 KT - ·since I never see you anymore, how's
OH. those Boston nightsi rove your ex-.cqn i,t go, ng? Still looking_for a hobby? Let's
-fri enoI
·
do something Saturday1 Debbie
. · -·- --··- ·-·· - ~
·- Y-ou must be -~ good co rn n:i.u ,nicator with
A.M.M. c Sunday, same bat time. s~me, 02, ,;_ '. '"r,:\jrn- Did you have fun yesterd_ay? Yeah,
strong Math or Verbal skills. .
. . ,. . . Part time position .wante.d. 2°2-25 hours per ch,annell Cocktails? LOOK1ng for waft;\ 1.C me tuol How many people gave you @*&cc
week. Have c9mp-uter experience, owr-1
it. Lov~e_ K
_ a_nd_ T_. _ _ ···· -- ________
abou i the "worrian chaser" question? What
We will train you in 0ur. re v olJti o nary .
eompt:i ter s-y stem at home, ·can perform
*• · · • • •.* * * * .• * * * * • * ' • * * * ·• S E N.I O R S a rioti -l
techniques, then pay you har.1dsome1'y tg
word proc!3Ssing, spread: sl'leets or_other
- - - - - ~ ~- - - - work with small groups of studEJ_nts.
S[;E - - I KNEW THE ~HEESE POPCORN
offic e wo rk- interested In ,as-sisting with
Jf you'd like to join tne SAT superst-ars, send
ehvirqnrriental studies, ma'rine or geological $ for the "Senior Scoop--} S low this weeK:_- . WOl.JLD WIN!!'
but we wanted to tell you what's coming - - -·· ·--- -- - · - - - - -- - - - a copy of your resume with a letter of intent
r.es ear'c h., Undergraduate Student at UN'H
up...
.
Hi (Pre)Scott! Smile! Love, L
by Feb. 24 to: The Princeton Review P 0
cal ! 431-7004
THE SENIORS '88 DAZE 'TIL GRADUA· Box 1807 Exeter, NH 0-~ ~--- -Sie r of school? Tired of Durham? It's not TION PARTY is Tuesday nig,ht at Glory MIKE P.- OK, ,now you can't say you've
Daze. Stay tuned for more info in_Tuesd'ay•s' never had a personal! ( ...and next time I'm
Work-Study students w~nted· for 'Psyc-hol- · too .ate fo get awayl CANCUN, MEXICOII
on the .phone- le.a ve me alone!!!!)Just
ogy Computer Lab Assistant. One .tc;i,two ... Th e 3AHAMAS!! Trips start at $279! Sp.ots . ~:r:~~~1:1!1 •• • •
_·-·····- - - - - - --·--·- - -··-·- --- ~ - .. ~ci.ding, Love l
posit.ions available immediately. Will assist , arr: sappearing fast so call nowl Roberta:~6c 321,4 anytime: ·
To the rest of you atHa_ll House-Hi! Love ...
Fishmeal- We hope you like'your new home,
students in psycho.logy compute r lao
who else?
·
·
·
·
Minimum qualifications : F.amiliarity wirn
:: g, :;at spots in ·Florida fe:>r Sprin·g Break! but WE MISS YOU!! Come visit! Teatnster,
VAX Vt-.,ilS and undergraduate statisti ::s,
·,Gp Seller~ 'Panama City Bepch. : or Jame. and Joad
$6.00 per hour /hours negotiable. Ap r:, :1- trad1t1onal ,Daytona Beach or Lauderdaule ... To Fran~ie from Delta Chi- Thanks,- for
cants should come to Conant✓ Hall 113 ;or
Best P.ricesl! Call Now Melissa 6'59- 7805 carrying our slithering, sloshed fr°ie r:i d down
application form.
·' or Luke 868-2905. Spots are filling fast!
Madl;Juryr that Tt:iursciay nite. It was appreciated .'
·
,,
C

*...

The Meeting Center at Ore.hard Pa, ",
Portsmouth, oeeds help serving buffet
luncheo11s and coffee breaks on weekdays.
If you have free time dw ;ng thP, day' to w.ork
on an on-call basis_, call 433-5300.

Pee Wee- When are we going to pa1rty
again? Yo,u .bring the tap and we'll· bring
the O.J.! Tell Dave L: to stay right side YP
thi_s time. T. and J. P.S. Love those hats!
Eaton House Op.e n H?use: Tuesday Feb
23, f3 - l Q pm. If yoy are ihterested' in living
here, come and see!
_______

Student with own transportatiQn interested
in free ~oom and board in exchange for
15~20 hrs. a week of child care. You would
live on Main Coast with a young couple
and their 2 1 /2 year old daughter approximately 25 mins from campus. Contact:
Steve/Laura 207-439-2057 .

If you h_ave had multiple sexual partr:iers
since 197fl, you .might be at risk for AIDS.
For free. anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and for c.ounseling, call
the office of Health Education and. P.ro-

Wanted: full time ski instructor. Ballsams /Wilderness Ski Resort. Dixville

Attention Hall House_ Shopper: S-H-:--0 P--P-I-N-G, we're shopping, shopping .
shopp i'ng , shopping. 0 ·1d Mil on sale: is 1e
10 row 8.
ROB STEEN - Sorneone sent you a h
dozen roses for Valentine's Day. Did y
get them? Aren't you curious who s, ,,
them?

Your Planetary Path- It's yours and yours
alone. Astrology Readings. MaryJane
Moviton 436-4084. '
·
Do .~ou fly more thc!n' 0nce a year? Book ·
Spring BFeak with us; W_
e'II gua~-antee you
the 1owest air fare ... anywhere in the World,
for ·tAe rest of the yeari Many other travel
benefits1Call Julie at Ultimate Travel (603)
.
.
652 -797~
Let the Thompson Scti·ool at UNH bathe
ana groom your pet with care. Please call
862 ~ ~ 144 for appointment.

. motion. Health Services Center, UNH 862- THE CHEESE. P-OPCdRN IS G.OING . ::::
3823 ·_·._·_··_ _ __
-WIN- I TEL:L At.L OFYOU!I
..
.
· . .
·
.
·
Sc;_,. ed and think you 're pregnant? We care .
Ca , us for free confidential ·testing an.d
eluded. Contact Torn Nangi e_ (603) .2 55- . Ea.ton Hou~-~· the creative arts mini-dorm, N02 , Keith, Felicia- How's it going "· ay
A
. .t . t
d
395 1 or Michael pear'§_'on·868l'3072:•,.;::, --- '· • will be hold1Ag an Open Ho1;1 s.e on Tuesd.ay,, -out them in t•he b0onies? ...you h.0t.ttJb bu,rn, I . " ,
·
Feb
_
m
:.-'
· ·
, . ·
·
·
-~c c:u nse-~ 7 49 - 4441 . f:>p-01~-m en s an
·.
1
23 , 8 10. P
See ya II soon , hopefully. Love ..,,~
walk-ins welcome. Seacoast Crisis PregWanted May 15.- Companion with elderly
Congratulations to.the spring of 88 pledges ·_
· .
.•... ,.-_,_,,,.. •.
woman . In Durham, salary, room and board.
.
. .
,
.
.
,
,..
.
.,
nancy Center, 90W:a,shingtp n St, Dover.
· .
·
of Alpha XI Del.ta! We re looking forwa rd .r t:ie-preoert1on of heavy drinkers increases _Hours __1Q-4 Monday-Friday, 7-9 pm Th ~Jrs.
. d .
1 'c, Yamaha Acoustic Guitar 450S. 1-year old, 1
~ight housekeeP,i_ng uti~~~ n-~:~ir~-~~n~ •., -10--a fu ri semester ! LbVe, the sisters of Alpha- Jairly steadily from 6% of thbse with ~ay evenings.
$2?~
• ·_m.i~t cortdi.t ion,. k,ist. Q.V8f-$40.Q.1:;,-«iJl.,_,s~ II _
319
1
.n gs Rm.
~~",; · ·
Xi Delta r
grammar school education to 15% of thos €
·
· ·
James Hall
with .soft shell. c ase. Call or. visit Mark at
TAX PREPARATION- by ·enrolled agent:
SAE868-9831
..
USED SURFBOARDS WANTED: lnexpen- G- Are you going to dance to Now Sound who are college graduates. For more _ ___i n- ind1vidual ·or business, fast and'reasonable,
· · -· ·
'
d d (I · b
d ·
formation c 11 Health Education,-x3823 .,
,FOR SALE- Renault Fuego 1~83, black sive boards nee e , ong · oar s in . ~xo:ess ag_ai~ next Thursd 9y night? I.M.
- - - -9- - -- - - - - ~
caI I_n_o_w_7
_4_9_-_63_2_-7_._ ~- - ~- - - particular) DOUG; 868-~41 ~ e_ven1ngs . .
exterior, SPORTY. Best offer Q03-431-8237
..
.
'
. PORTABLE COMPACT WASHER H~s sink
or regular fau.~,et ccmnections- Perfect size
fo r apartrh eAt\is'e '( we j ~st _b,d;u ght a full .
size machine) $15'0 7 49-2(306 after 6:00
pm Ask for Rod (can deliv~r locally)

Not.ch , NH 03576~ Room ~nd 'bo_a rd in-_

-~~~·······~~... .... ....~..•
~

~

~

,

\

Happy 22nd_Spoogehead!!
-and that's Way Cool.
Prom, Hump.~4 .

•

••·
••
•••
•••

..

A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.

....
••
•
•
••

Now we can see it before
y~m.can f_ eel it. When it's _no·

·THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

·················~··--

0

cD () 0

o·

CO O

CD [) 0

bigger than the dot on this
page. · _
·
· And when it's 90% curable; With the best chance
of saving_ the breast.
The trick is catching it ·
. early. And that's exactly
what a mammogra~ ca1:i,.__do.

_ A mammowai:n lS a sun-
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Give yourself the
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ple x-ray thats sunply the
best news yetfor detecting
breast cancer. And saving
lives.
If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.

Q

New Hampshire

c~ce of a lifetim~-™ " ·

i

AMERICAN

CANCER

P-RIHT½rnKS

SOCIE'TY•

CUSTOl'll 1/11\PRINTED SPORTSWEAR

T-Shirts

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts ·• Aprons • Custom Designs
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319 .
AulurQn _Pond Park, Rt. 191 Greenland, 1·~.H.

One day, Frank knew, he was just going
\to have to push that bi button.

WRITE
LETTERS

THENE't'J HAMPSHIRE Ff31DAY, FEBRUARYJ 9, {988 _.
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j--JACKS -HALL
NOW

LET Mf- &ET

· THIS Rl&HT. .. W£ HAVE A
LEAKY NVCL EA,~ RtACTOR
HEATING- THIS
PLACE,.?.

WAYMAr,j .l you

ARE PRoBAEL'{ W0ND.S R-

ING- WH'{ WE ARI:: HE~'E.. WELL ,WE'VE
RECORt>S Al'lb "(OU SEE.I"\

REVIEWED '(OUR

TO 'POSSESS THE MIND CAPAClT'< Of A
SMALi... E.I t-lsTEI N. So WE \-1 ERE A'T 1)0N _
JOI-\NSON JR. HIGH SUG-GEsT ' c0--LEG-"E.

!

l t>ON'T KNOW RUB'( ,COLLE.GE,

WELL, WI-\AbDA '(A SA'( - WE 60TO

MAN, I ME'f\N, \'Jw\ ON\...i' 14 '{EARS

A SCHOOL

OLD, "THE ON'-'< G!R.L l'VE 'f,EEN

OUS PARl<HJG- PR08LE.M

ANt> HOW

nn~ .

1)0 I PIC.\<.

1

io U5~

o\cuL:- .

?ROt=E-~ -

S1-\At'\-

'POO I AND A RE(r1STRA1\0N PROC.-

PATC.1-\ DOLL. Wl-\E.RE SHOULD L
&O

HA1 ~AS A RI

SOR'S WI-\O .RHUSE

lS M'( SISTER.'s C:i\1:>eiA(:,E

- WtiH

1

ED\J.R.E U KE A ))lSNE'( WORLD RI)) E?

- t

~RMAL. P~oc.EDUR.E

-rouPE.'
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*·SHUTTLE ROUTES AND . SCHEDULE *
.

/

.

7 am to 1.1 pm

* 6 Runs Per Hour *

INNER
A-Lot
T-Hall
Hetzel C-Lot

:00

WSBE

·05

Mitchell Way_
Parsons
James Hall
A-Lot

:06

·01
:02

·04
·QZ
:08
:09

:10
:11
:12
:14
:15
:16
:17
:18

:20
:21
:22
:24
:25
:26
:27
:28

:19

:29

:30
:31
:32

_:34
:35
:36
:37
:38

:39

:40 .
:41
:42

-

:44

:45
:46
:47
:48
:49

DAViS CT

:50
:51
:52
:54
:55
:56
:57
:58
:59

UAC
'v(.(Jlj[J!1Ar,

..
-@_.. ._.~········
OUTER

Mot
H:tall
Hetzel
Woodman Rd.

* 4 Runs Per Hour *
·QQ
:01
:02

:04

N.E.C.
UAC.
Snively

:05
:07

Barton Hall

:11
:12
:14
:15

Leavitt Ctr.
Channel 11

A-lot

:09

:15
:16
:17
·:19
:20
:22
:24
:25
:26
:28' :29

:44

:45
:46
:47 .
:49
:50
:52 ·
:54
:56
:57
:59

:45

:00

:30
:31
:32

:34
·15
:37
:39
:41
:42

~

... 'rRANS BLDG .
LEAVITT
SERVICE
CENTER

7 am to 6 pm

NNEL 1 1

(

.

..I

)

FI ELD HOUSEST AD I UM

p~:~

THOMP SON
HALL

MUB

YmllPIP
~_I

INNER ROUTE
· INNER ROUTE STOPS

•

,-[~-..-..-.. -,j-,

OUT_ER ~DUTE

® OUTER ROUTE STOPS

~.Ill

1,-ILLiMISON HALL

)

.e

~

•

f

I.-

:

)

'f

I

\

'f

h,'

,~
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Pick up a .FREE bumper sticker too! .
. . . <.<fx. txx: . .
_
BUI.LD YOUR GROUP'S~NOW SCULPTURE ON t=:AA.LL .. LAWN .
. · 8:00-10:00 pm i\\ CON
· ·THEIR Jrd CAMB■S TR
Sign ,
am til\fat '
entry l

':\\:\\\f E AND WUNH PRESENT

. ONTEST.

udent Activites Office. $5.00

··

~

,.

.

t

RDI GRAS NIGHT IN THE MUB! ·
...

::

.}

.. .

. r vers.i on of Bourbon Street and enjoy
,'tailillfl'e · ·.. . .
includes a Jugg_ler, Magician,
:

0

\

. /

.

,,,\ic~-th;o~~~\,; n;~~:i~:sh~n: d~i~k~:~~e::~ ~ingers,
· htertaimlfent will be provided by:
the SPANISH CLUB.
·

AIESEC, ACACIA, and

00

..

Tie W~~:ie,.,; CAl),~~VAt C~~~nee ,w~,d,e1, io it.A~/J- iie PORTS H11 H PAPER CO HPAN Y .
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~~ ady ,/ '~C'al~<''"'cffQP''''''bigs~i game1
1

. Ac chis p~inc, it appeared detense) what the penalnes dtd_UNH was about to open the do was take UNH out -of its
game up. This probably would offensive' game and force them
'have been the case if they were to play defensively. UNH
playing any''.)atrocher ream, but couldn't hold our ,~ny longer,
they weren't. They were playing and at 16:57 NU's Lucy Goodfirst place Northeastern.
win cue the score to 4-.3.
· NU would slowly but surely
The third period had -much
begin co show why they were _of the same recipe as the second,
in first place. The first sign came more UNH penalties and more
_at 5 :09 -of the second, only ND goals. No special ingrefourreen seconds after Hunter's . clients, just goals.
tally. NU's Sue Perkins would
The first shoe on Liz Tura in
score an unassisiced goal at · the third period somehow found
Turfs doorstep.
_
its way through her pads, eying
NU's second came ac 10:33 the game ac 4-4. Here ic seemed
as their Cape. and scoring leader certain NU was going co ,cake
Tina Cardinale scored on a wr-isc the lead, bur the persistent ,
~ shoe from five feet our, and ic Wildcacsonceagainfound rherrihad suddenly beco1ne 3:.2, just · selves on cop as Shelley Di
like that.
Fronzo and Heidi Chalupnik fed
Boch reams would get ont: · Lorna Moody at the point where
more gqal each char period, say unleashed a slapshor for the
neither showing indications of' powerplay goa-l.
_
,
givingintotheochersrelentless ·
attacks. Cheryl Allwood would
-score her seco·nd goal of r}:ie
game as -she cook a nice pass
from Moors which left her all
al,o ne in front. This made the
score 4-2 UNH
Burfromhereon,irwasNU's
turn. The,- Huskies dominated
p lay for the remainder of the
period. This was nor due to the
Wildcats playing poorly. It was
just char they were playing
shorthanded.
Although a couple of calls
were questionable, UNH dug
a hole for themselves by getting
5 penalties, one being a ten
minute misconduct co senior
forward Sue Hunt.
· "We were playing well bur ·
go~ some dumb penalties that
put them in the game, and they
kept on coming," assistant coach
Gail Griffith said after the game.
;:~ Although NU did nor score
on any power-plays (Jhanks to
great goal-rending and scrappy

- l} 4
fP/

'

IcwasUNH5-4rpeyhadthe
lea_~ for most of the game.
However, from here on in,
Northeastern would take the .
game into their ow_n hands. Ir scartecf'wich a Cherly Allwood
penalty at 6:12 which put NU on rhe power play, and they
wasted no rime, scoring with
just 33 seconds into t he pena1ry.
Th irty-one second s lacer NU
.
would score the game-winning
d
goal as Sue Perkins picke up
her second of the night. This
game-winning goal gave NU
the lead for the first time in the
game, and once they had the lead
they would not be denied.
With jQst two minutes le f r
in the game, NU scored the
iqsurance goal which, for all
intensive purposes, put the
wildcats away:
The team's next game is
against a very strong Providence
team here at Snively this Saturday: Game rime is at 1:00 pm.
It should be a great g·ame.

b

-Oacr

-

•••
•
•

.
■

••
••
•
■

•

·
· ,
·
. One Hartfo~d player' in par~
Offensively the 'Cars put on
The UNH ·women's basket- · ciculc!r cook advantage of chis. a v<i!ry respectable performance.
ball ream traveled co Connec- GuardHopeKelleyburnedNew Kris. Kinney scored 18 points
cicuc Wednesday and fell co a Hampshire for 26 points and and grabbed 16 rebounds, while
hungry Hartford ream, 69-63.
10 strong rebounds.
- Michelle Altobello and Melissa
· Hartford, still in contention
For the 'Cats it was a matter · Pfefferle each had 11 points.
·
and fighting for a play-off birch, of containing an upbeat Hare- ·
They continued to shoot well,
came out che aggressors and ford ceam_,,_ ··our intensity and but ag·a in suffered in the rederailed a UNH team that ha<l
ream defense just wasn't there, bounding· department. This was
won eight of its lase n ine games.
we were reaching in instead of particularly evident on the
Any hope of f irsc place was playing hard with ou,r legs and offensive boards.
packed up and senc home co minds," said head coach Kathy
"We didn't box-out at all,"
Durham with che ream.
Sanborn.
·
exclaimed Sanborn.
Th~ message seemed ' clear
UNH was in foul trouble on
The ream now stands· at 8-3
after che emotional win over the man-co-rrian coverage due in the league, good enough for
first place ream BU on Saturday;
co chis lack of intensity and· third place behind Maine and
avoid a letdown ac any cost. Bue defense.
BU. They travel to Brooklyn .to ·•
all rhe \momentum UNH pos··we simply weren't in it in rake on the Ki-ngswomen Satsessed entering the game was
the early going," reiterated urday and retur_n home Wedextracted, transferred ahd/chan- Sanborn.
nesday to face _pesky Northeastneled into Hartford by halftime.
ern.

By Adam Fuller

1

,

Ho.op'team' r· ema1·n·s a
.·1·m1e·ss
..,

.

By Richard D'Avolio

Yet in the last five minutes
"They are really a good team
and a lot bigger then us. 1' UNH's of the first half Siena exploded
Keith Carpenter said after the and the half time score was a
game. Carpenter scored 16 pts one sided 52-32;
In the second ' half Siena
in the game, he was second in
UNH scoring behind Eric Thiel- ,continued co dominate and _in
en who had 21 pts and 15 the end they had harided UNH
it's 20th loss, making the cats
rebounds.
strong and powerful 1st place
UNH started out the game overall record1 2-20. Siena college by the lopsided playing well and was keeping
The team looks for a more
score of _ _
_
up with the high powered Siena fortunate outcome Saturday
95 66
The final score of the game ream. "We looked really good when they travel to Boston to
is deary indicative of just how · in the first fifteen minutes of · play second place BU. They can
muc}:i stronger and bigger the play, as we _always do," Carpen- upset the Terriers but they
d
definitely have their work cut
Siena ream is ·con:ipare co our ter said.
our for th_em to accomplish such
Wildcats.
,
a feat.
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.;._ _ __
The times are rough for th e
UNH mens basketball ream and
the agony showed no signs of .
Id
easing up as th e Wi cars
dropped another game WednesdayThe
night.
'Cars lost to the very

.

'

rLet~he
llfo~,e?-1
••
••
-!•
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!•
•
•••
•
•••••
••
•••
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.Wildcat David Aiken_, left wide open in front of the UVM goalie, mad~ no mi-stake putti~g
this one home. (Craig Parker photo)
·
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Sports

·Wil dca ts ti~ Ver ~on t in tou gh non -lea gue bat tle

It was a weak shot, Mor While Vermont battled to a riso1"! said. "But there were a
4-4 tie in a non -conferenc e no couple of g~ys in front who
play-off bearing contest, the screened me.
The goal by Lebreux sent the
important game was taking
place iri Beantown between BC gam_e inro overtime which
_proved to be fruitle.ss ·as neither
and Northeaste rn.
team scored. In fact , both teams
'Cats,
the
for
Unfortuna tely
BC defeated seventh ranked only were ab.le to get three shots
NU, 7-5. With three games left on net during the extra session.
This once a year battle befor.UNH, the Eagles are now
four points ahead of UNH in tween border states has the
the struggle for the last play- porential to once again be a big
rivalry. Bragging rights between
·
off spot. ·
Needless to say, the 'Cats ar,e . the ECAC and Hockey East have
in trouble. They must get four been mulled over since the
· points out of a possible six in creation of Hoc~ey East . The
t heir remain ing three games intensity level did not seem to
and hope that BC does not get be up to the level of the Hockey
· East play the 'Cars are used to.
,
a single one.
More now than ever as a playoff
so
s-eem
not
Now this may
tough, but consider; Two of the birth rests Off each drop of the
teams UNH must face are puck.
"We had a little revenge
nationally ranked (Maine #1,
because they beat us last
factor
.
the
and
ten)
top
rn·,
Northeaste
other is fighting for third place year," Horner said . "But tt is
in Hockey East. Also, mnight's to4gh to get up for it, especially
game against NU is away and this late in the season."
It is becoming the norm for
NU is tough at Matthews Arena.
"We can't think about what UNH to get off to a slow start.
-put the puck in the net enough times to beat EC.AC foe UVM and
BC' is going to do," said UNH. But once again they were able The hockey team couldn't
· ··
had to settle for a 2-2 tie. (Craig Parker photo)
winger Steve Horner. "It is to skate off the ice with a 2-1
the .e ver ties. Included in the cases were
and
Morrison
on
fired
night
the
on
goals
one of his two
·c oming down to the point where lead at the fir~t intermissio n.
h put another "to many men on the
McDonoug
Kyle
present
stationed
Winnes
.
total)
(17
·well
playing
been
have
"We
we have to win."
ice," penalty. Luckily Vermont
home.
it
Vermont
the
of
infront
With 1:44 remaining in . reg- defensivel y," Horner s~id. "It himself
h that was unable to capitalize.
McDonoug
be
would
It
Eli
·goalie
past
it
slid
and
net
playing
we're
like
look
doesn't
ulation, Marc Lebreux spoiled
"W·hat killed us was playii;ig
would put UVM ahead at the
the three home game winning well, but we are and we are Lolany (11 saves). Tim Shields,
with a shot from the shorthand ed most of the last
point
9:21
assisted
Brickley
Quintin
and
from
team
other
the
keeping
a
with
streak fot the Wildcats
left face off circle that found the ten minutes," Horner said .
on the Winnes tally.
shot from just inside the blue scor-ing."
"That .,penal-ty (too many rr;i.en
cage.
After Vermont left winger
Chris Winnes got the Wild- ,
line that beat goalie Pat Morfor
game
the-ice) is due ro inexperienc e
the
on
tied
Hanley
power
rare
a
scored
Bruce
Ian
_
scoring
_fats img the ear_ly leaclby
_rison (thi~_ty-t~_ree saves).
should not happen."
and
from
shot
a
fired
he
when
- play goal against the 'Cats (one UNH
for six on the night) , Winnes a difficult angle and Lolany was . "We will nor rake the stupid
penalties against Northeast returned the favor his fifth helpless.
The Wildcats continued their ern," Horner stated.
shorthande d goal of the season.
Their fate now lies mostly in
This ties a Hockey East record. momentum into the third pewould come that period by Tim Hanley and goalie Pat riod when Dave Aiken scored their own hands as any slip ups
~y Richard D' Avolio
Outside-the locker room prior either team. Both goalies were Morrison assisted. This was his seventh of the season beat- will leave the 'Cats out of the
equal to the task.
to the game, UNH head coach
Morrison's first collegiate point. ing the new UVM target Phil ._playoffs for the second straight
was
Tura
Liz
captain
Senior
ye~r. How~verC BC mu-st aid
gaine
'This
said,'
The Catamoun ts came out Marrandet te (10 saves).
Russ McCurdy
The UNH plague showed up UNH wid{fosses. of .t heir own
is a playoff preview," and he phenomen al in the first, stop- , strong in the second period and
.
couldn't have been more correct. ping two breakaways and saving at the half way point .took a 3- agian as the _penalty box was for Nfl r6 make i.t. 'Ir shou'ld
week.
shots
last
ting
powerful
inters
an
for
other
make
twelve
casualThe game featured, as expected,
_2 lead. ,UVM center John Leclair .· ?ssualted with Wildcat
champion ship caliber play. It from every direction.
Tura commente d, "Their
was fast paced, featuring a great
- deal of scoring (12 goals), and shots are a lot stronger than
as always in a big game, intense those of any of the other teams
. we play."
emotion was evident.
Although UNH scored quickFortunately for the Wildcats,
it wasn't a playoff game or, for ly in the first period, both teams
that matter, a champion ship were still feeling the pre-game
game. The simple reason being jitters as there were more
they lost to the still undefeated missed oppurtunit ies and errant
Northeast ern University Hus - passes than usual, but then
. -kies Tuesday _night at NU by the - again, this was no usual game .
"It's a different feeling when
score of 7-5.
This loss makes UNH's over- you play Northeaste rn. You are
all record 13-3-1 (13-2 -1 ECAC) . extra pumped up and extra
This war between two pow- nervous," said Tura. This was
erhouses offered enough hockey evident in the first period as
ac.tion for even the most avid both teams were just a little bit
fa n s of the sport to have left off rhythm.
The second period provided
Matthews Arena very satisfied.
deal of offensive excitegreat
a
had
It was a shame someone
ment i~ contrast to the very
to lose such a well-played game
and, for the Wildcats , it was chippy, physical fir s t period.
eve n more depressing as they
UNH scored their seco nd
we re leading for almost the
who le game only to watch their go~l of the g-a,me at 4 :23 as
lead become a two goal deficit freshman defensem an Carol
West0n 1_side-stepp ed an NU
by the end of 1he third. ·
"It's very disappoint ing. We player and blasted a sl apsho t
we re ahead alm ost- the whole from th e point wh ich went
g am e," senior fo r ward Katey through the legs of NU' s goalie
Kelly Dyer.
Stone said after the game.
The Cats had obviously disIn the first period, UNH
any of the pre-game
missed
was(ed no time breaking the ice
on a goal fro_m senior Cheryl nerves they had left, because just
Allwood. She tipped in a Laura . 32 seconds later, Andria Hunter
Moody blast from the point at picked up a Katey Stone rebound
to make the score a very con 1:29 of the period.
Perhaps UNH was going to _ v_i_J:}0._~g _2-_0.:__ _
continue where rhey left off
HOCKEY , p~ge,23
against Colby, but that would
,
.
-~·
,£wals,
more
no
c!S·
_noll>.~he ~ase

. By John Kelley

Wo men Fall to NU

Fri 7:00

omen 's Hock ey

Skiin g

Sat 1 :00

at N orthe aster

Provi dence _

Fri & Satat Willia ms Carni va

Sat 1 :00 at Bosto n Unive rsity

omen 's ·Hoop '.

Sat 5:00

at Brook lyn

. restli ng

Sat 12 :00 Brow n & Cent Conn

Gymn astics

Sat 7 :00 Rhod e Island & Yale

en's Track

Sat 2 :00 at D artmo uth & UMas s

